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REBELS WILL NOT JOIN WITH
PREPARES
HUERTA TO FIGHT AMERICANS STUDIED

TO BACK

UP

Washington, April 15. The general
impression among officials- here has
been that armed intervention would
.

mean war. .and. would - unite-

ULTIMATUM

-

the

con-

tending forces in. Mexico toward a
common enemy, but overnight dispatches from. Juarez indicated that
the constitutionalists probably would
simply content themselves with opposing any force that might enter their
territory and would not take offensive
action.
This phase of the situation was regarded as of much importance, in that
it appeared to limit the issue solely
to the United1 States'' and the Huerta
government. News of the victory of
the federals at San Pedro, where reports from Juarez stated the federal
force was vanquished, added an in'
teresting phase to the situation
That the rebels!1 victory and the
American demand for a salute would
precipitate a crisis at Mexico City
was the confident belief of many, of;
ficials here.
Secretary Bryan announced today
that he had received, assurances from
Carrania 'that" representations on "behalf of foreigners of governments accredited to the United States would
be received and given attention. Mr.
Bryan said:
"It la anticipated that there will be
no further questions raised in this
'
connection."
.

.

Washington April 15. Hiierta will
salute the American flag or the Atlantic! fleet will seize Vera Cruz and
Tampico. What happens afterward
depends on Huerta.
determiThat is President Wilson's
Leaders In congress, with
nation!.
whom he conferred today, agreed
there was ample precedent for such
action. Not only the Tampico incident, hut a long series of indignities
offered to the United States to the
conspicuous exclusion of other foreign
nations represented in Mexico, has
convinced the president and his advisers that the United States has been
singled out for "manifestations of ill
will and contempt."
'
Official Dispatches Censored
to
Official
Charge
dispatches
OShaughnessy have been intercepted
by the Mexican 'Censor,'-- ;
A hip's orderly ashore In full uniform in Vera Cms "on business of the
United States, was arrested and released, while a nominal punishment
was meted out to the local official's.
These hitherto unpublished facts were
disclosed today in an official statef

ment,'
Must Honor United

States

President Wilson told his advisers
that he etands for peace, but is determined to force HMerta to recognize
the honor and dignity of the United
7
States.
Fleet Is In Motion
While Uhese developments were taking place ia Washington the ships of
the Atlantic fleet were beginning to
move toward Tampico. The first of
the big fighters clearjed from Hampton
Roads and others in the Atlantic navy
yards were ready to sail before night.
Acting Chairman Shively of the senate foreign reJationa .committee; Senator Lodge, the ranking republican
of Iho committee; Chairman Flood of
the house foreign affairs committee,
and Representative Cooper, the ranking republican of that committee, had
an hour's conference with .thej president at which Mr. Wilson outnne$ "alt
the details of the now historic Tamcompico incident in which a Huerta.
mander arrested American bluejackets and refused to ealuite the Stars
and Stripes as an apology.
One new fact brought out at the
White House conference was that two
of the American bluejackets arrested
at Tampico actually were taken from
the Dolphin's boat
The bluejackets arrested had gone
to the Tampico wharf to load gaso
line. Two of the men were in me
boat. The Mexican soldiers, after
boardBeizing the men on the wharf,
ed the American" boat and took the
two bluejackets forcibly into custody.
' "If it is not actually en act of war,"
said a senator, today In discussing the
incident, "it comes very near it."
The incident, in any event, disposes of Huerta's claim that there is no
ground for reparation because the
men arrested were on Mexican Boil,
maintained, they had no
h;re, it
right to be.
An official statement, setting forth
the view of President Wilson and the
disclosed that the
administration,
Tampico incident alon was not the
cause of the sending of the fleet and
the preparations to back up the demand for an apology. It disclosed the
hitherto unpublished facts that official
to
from Washington
dispatches
in- been
haw
O'Shaughnessy
Clarge
1

tercepted and delivered to the Mexican censor; that a ship's orderly sent
ashore for mail at Vera Crz was arrested, although he was in full uniform) and carried the government's
mail pouch, on his back, and that the
succession of affront to the United
States haa convinced the Washington
government that its' representatives
are being singled out for indignities.
It pointed out ttiat, with other nations having representatives in Mexico, none of them had found it neces
sary to ask for apologies.
Mr. Wilson impressed on his callers
that while he sincerely hoped no oc7
casion woul "'fariae for ft the use of
force, a cohtingencymighit" follow as
the result f the American demand
for a salute, and he wished members
of congress to be prepared'.
Congress Must Act
All four men who saw the president
Bald no steps would be taken of a
serious nature, such as the landing of
marines! or the shelling of a town,
without authorization from congress.
"Marines have been landed before,"
said Chairman Flood, "without authorization, and towns have even been
shelled1, but inasmuch as congress '1s
in session it would be more regular to
get authorization from congress- "The president gave the history of
flie Tampico Incident and explained
Just what had been done, but future
developments depend entirely on the
attitude Huerta takes. Congress, I
am sure, will stand by the president."
Senator Shively likewise describe!
the conference as chiefly informative.
"There have been no overnight developments," he said, "and thera is
really nothing immanent as yet We
all hope that General Huerta will
yield and remove a grave situation,
but If he does not we are prepared to
back up our demands. Before any
marines are landed or any bombardments or other serious steps are taken
the president Intends to consult con
gress. We obtained from him today
a complete account of what has taken
place, and his purposes so far as they
Of course further
have developed.
"
steps depend on Mexico City."
Senator Lodge said he was In accord with what the president had
-

Villa Wins at San Pedro
The defeat
of the combined federal forces by the
rebels at San Pedro de las Golonias
state of Coahuila, with federal losses
estimated at 2,800 killed and wounded
and 700 prisoners,, and a rebel loss
reported at 65Q killed and wounded,
it Is pointed out here, was really the
culmination of the battle of Torreon,
which began on March 21.
While General Velasco, the federal
general-in-chievacuated Torreon on
this
of
second
the
month, his army
practically was intact and the retreat
enabled him to join the reinforcements which had failed to reach him
ac Torreon and to that extent the
evacuation was a successful maneuver. In any event Velasco, after his
retreat, was much stronger and more
dangerous than before, for at San Pedro he had with him the columns of
Generals Javier de Moure, Benjamin
Argumedo, Emlllo P. Campa, Mariano Ruiz, Carlos Garcia, Hidalgo and
Joaquin. Maas, a total of 12,900 " J,-- '
000 troops.
While desultory firing began almost
as soon as the federals- left Torreon,
General Villa gives the duration of
the battle proper at six days, culminating with the flight of the federals
last Monday.
Juarez, Mex., April
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HE DECLARES THIS COUNTRY IS ASSERTS THAT A TRIAL WOULO
LARGE ENOUGH TO RECTIFY
HAVE RESULTED IN HIS COMITS MISTAKES
PLETE EXONERATION

15

The followWashington,
issued towas
statement
official
ing
of
views
day as representing the
President Wilson aim the administration:
"In discussions In official circles in
Washington of the present Mexican
situation, the following points have
been very much dwelt on:
"It has been pointed out, that, in
considering the present somewhat delicate situation in Mexico, the un
pleasant incident at Tampico must
not be thought of alone. .For some
t.me past tne
government of
mere
Mexico has seemed to think
apologies sufBcidit when the rights
of American citizens or the dignity or
the government yt the United States
were involved, aad. has. ..'apparently
made no atiepv.uCeither. reparation
or the effective convenor.: or the serious derelictions of its civil and
military officers.
"Immediately after the incident fit
Tampico an orderly from one of the
ships of the United States, in the har
bor of Vera Cruz, who had been sent
ashore to the postoffice for the ship's
mail, and who was in uniform and
who had the official mail bag on his
the
done, and expressed the view that
demand for the salute and the dis- back was arrested and put into jail
patch of the fleet was in accord with bv the local authorities. He was sub
precedent. He said he supported the sequently released and a nominal punpresident's action and hoped that se- ishment inflicted on the officer who
rious steps might not be necessary. had arrested him, but it was signifi
Senator Shively said congressional ac- cant that an orderly from the fleet of
the United States was picked out from
tion would be based on a message
"
the many persons going ashore on
,
from President Wilson.
various errands from various Bhips in
May Take Custom Houses
Senator Shively added there were the harbor, representing "several naj
,
many precedents for action in reta- tions.
"Most serious of all the officials in
liation which: would not be considered as' actual measures of war; and charge of the telegraph office at Mexthat- it was possible to seize the cus- ico City presumed to withhold an oftom houses of Mexico without a de- ficial dispatch of the government of
claration of war. Before such an act the United States to its embassy at
was undertaken, however, congress Mexico City, until it should have been
probably would be consulted. He said: sent to the censor and: permission
"There is no first class power in receive to deliver it, and gave the
the world from which the United dispatch into the hands of the charge
States would have withstood what it d'affaires of the United States only
deon his personal and emphatic
has patiently withstood from poor,
divided and embroiled Mex mand, he having in the meantime
ico. It is like the case of snapping learned through other channels that
at the patient New Foundland dog, a dispatch' had been .sent him which
who' must eventually act and teach he had not received.
'It cannot but strike any one who
his tormentors a lesson."
Some other senators expressed the has watched the course of events in
op'nlon.that Huerta had defied the Mexico as significant that untoward
United States' in the hope of arousing Incidents such as these have not oc
support tor his regime. Villa's vic- curred in any case where represen
tory at San Pedro was pointed to as tatives of other governments were
another element to emphasize the im- concerned but only in dealing with
minent danger to the Huerta regime. representatives of the United States
The senate foreign relations com- and that there has been no occasion
mittee informally discussed the situa- for other governments to call atten
tion today, but no action was taken, tion to such matters or to ask for
fencral approval being expressed ov- apologies.
"These repeated offenses against
er the new attitude of the United
"
"t
the rights and dignity of the United
States.
President Wilson refers to the States, offenses not duplicated with
Greytown case as a precedent for the regard to the representatives of other
lven
demand for reparation made by Rear governments, have necessarily
that
the
Mayo!
government
the
In that demand for
Admiral
impreBfion
reparation for injury inflicted on the of the United States was singled out
property of an American corporation. for manifestation of 01 will and connear Greytown, Nicaragua, and an in tempt.
"The authorities of the state desuit to American Minister Borland be
cause he had assisted an American partment fell confident that when the
snip captain in resisting airest, Sec- seriousness and the cumulative effect
retary Dobbin, in June, 1S53, sent the of these incidents Js made evident to
United States ship Cyane to Grey- the government of Mexico that govtown to obtain redress and an apol- ernment will see the propriety and
ogy. These were refused by the lo- correct these things in a manner such
cal officials, and Captain Hollings, at as will be not only satisfactory to the
(Continue
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OFFICERS OF HUNTINGTON, N. Y., SPEAKER SAYS THIS IS THE JUDGE SAYSHE FITS THE PUNVIEW EXPRESSED BY ROOSEISHMENT TO THE NATURE
ARE SEARCHING FOR THE
VELT WHEN PRESIDENT
OF THE OFFENSE
SLAYER TODAY
Huntington, N. Y April 15. Miss
Mary Saminls, who lives on a Long
Island farm, awoke early today to find
aNman with a bloody axe in his hands
standing by her bed. In the dim light,
she recognized Frank Fowler, a young
farm hand who slept in the house.
"I've juBt killed your brother up
stairs," said Fowler, "and I'm going
to kill you, too."
."I've always been kind to you,
Frank," pleaded the woman, "and you
have no reason for harming us."
"That's right," answered Fowler. "I
guess I won't kill you, but. I'll go
away," and ho walked from the house,
leaving the axe behind him.
found her brother Frank's body on thai
bed. The police believe Fowler is insane. They were searching for him
today.

TODAY IN CONGRESS
I

Washington, April- 15. Repeal o
te Panama tolls exemption was supported today before the senate canals
committee by Oscar : Strauss, former secretary of commerce and labor.
He discussed the treaty situation, ad
ding that a strong nation could afford
to correct mistakes.
"Let us emphasize that our word is
as goodi as our bond, and that our
bond is not open to technical construction or even to quibble, and that
we will fulfill it not only to the letter
but in accord with a proud mid libera!
spirit."
Mr. Strauss contended that m es
-

S--

emption

won't1

v

j

v'

Went House vrtt., uc

San Francisco, April 15. J. Parker-Whitneya younger son of an old and
wealthy California family, pleaded
guilty today to the charges preferred
against him under the Mann whit
slave traffic act by Genevieve Hau-na-n
of New York and was fined f2,- 600 by Judge Dooling in United States
district court.
"I have decided to change my plea '
to guilty," said .Whitney, just before
entering court, "in order to avoid
features cf a long trial.
Of course, I looked for an a:c;.jft'.', ' "
eventually, but it would Jrat!
r
r
s.'f
."'at
only
,

Iff'

,.

,,

la I;.
exemption of coastwise shjppir., did
Baid:
x
not violate treaty
but!
obligations,
'The defendant be.; s f i
thought the question should be submitted to arbitration.
my I gather a trifling fine would bo
No other w itnesses were ready, and no penalty at all. There is a wide
the hearing adjourned until tomorrow range of penalty and in enacting the
Understood
when Sethi Low of New York will be law congress must have
be
would
some
by fine,
punished
that
heard.
some by imprisonment and some by
both. The defendant would ratner..
pay a fine than go to jail, and I wiii
BECKER TRIAL TO
make it a fine that will be a fine."
Genevieve Hannan, the complainant, baa not appeared in the case per
BEGIN ON
sonally since she testified before the
erand iurv which returned the indict
ment She is understood to be now in

Washington, April 15. Senate: Met
at noon.
Foreign affairs committee discussed the Mexican crisis. r
Canals committee continued hearings on the repeal of the Panama
tolls exemption.
.
House: Met at noon.
DATE
THIS
TENTATIVELY
IS
Miscellaneous bills were considered
AGREED, UPON BY THE DIS.
under the calendar Wednesday rule.
TRICT ATTORNEY
Advocates of the Hobson prohibi
New York, April 15. Wednesday,
tion amendment were heard before the
May 6, was tentatively fixed today for
judiciary committee.
beginning the trial of Charles Becker,
the former police lieutenant sentenced
to die Jor instigating the murder of
Herman, nltpsenthaV but saved by a
court of appeals decision. Becker appeared in court, brought over, from
the Tombs, while District Attorney
be
Washington, April 15. Representative Whitman asked that the new trial
Mondell of Wyoming, republican, called as soon as possible. It was ait
in the house today assailed the ad- nounced that M. T. anion had succeedministration's
action. He asserted ed Joseph A. Shay as chief '"'counsel
the president' was using the Atlantic for Beckert
District Attorney Whitman is deter
fleet to enforce the mandates of his
mined tj bring former Police Lieu
man
the
prejudice
against
personal
a
who happens to be at the head of tenant Charles Becker to trial r for
second time at, an early date on the
the republic of Mexico.
Senator Works, republican of Cali- change of having instigated the rnui
drr of Gambler Herman Rosenthal,
fornia, issued a formal statement.
"Hundreds of American citizens for the actuat killing of whom the
have been slaughtered, their1 wives four gunmen paid the death penalty
morning. It was. expected
and daughters outraged and their on Monday
'
lils
motion
before Justice Seabury
that
property destroyed and the government has not raised its hand for in the supreme court today would be
their protection," said he. "But be- opposed by lltcker on the ground that
cause a few bluejackets from one of bis trial Pitorney was about to retire
our ships, who had much, better have frr.n, the (ii.fense ail that new counbeen on shipboard, are arrested in a sel would need nn,rd time in which
to tec line ;'arniliar with, the case.
city engaged in civil strife, and Huerta refuses to salute our flag, we aro
NEW JAP CABINET
to go to war or back down and make
Tokio, April 13. Count Shigenobu
ourselves ridiculous,"
minRepresentative Barthold of Mis- Okuma, former Japanese foreign
souri, republican, of the house foreign ister, today complete! his new cab
affairs committee and chairman of inet as follows:
Premier and minister, of the in terior,
the American delegation to the interCount
Okuma: forelsrn affairs, Ta-parliamentary peace union, said:
"I do not regard the Tampico inci- katikl Katosi; finance Reijiro Wakat
dent as catisa for war. The difference suki: marine. Vice Admiral kokuio
C,
Vt
k io
ul
between the five-gui, Jim'tnif
salute which they
iuao Osa-offered to fire and the 1 guns the Ichinosuke Oka- justice,
t h
Ti
president insists on would not justify 1, o num. k it o i", "i
'
i
t
i
the shedding of the blood of a single ton i i o i i ri
l
ii
il
'!
m
ic
Ohm
American soldier or sailor."
j

IH

Claims Wilson Seeks
Revenge on Huerta

.'

;

Chicago.
MOU;N DAY'S SENTENCED

Topeka, Kas., April ia Don A.
D- - w
MounDay and hi "wire. Mra-federal
the
in
convicted
MramDav.
court two months ago, charged witb.
misuse of the mails in promoting the
sale of New Mexico lands, vfere denied

a' new trial today by Judge

$:sooV

KILLED PETTY?
Colo.,
April 15. A corFlorence,
oner's inquest over the body of Joseph
WHO

Petty, Florence merchant, slain in his
store last Saturday night, was opened
tliis, afternoon. Charles Ragland, a
negro accused o the crime, 1b in Jail
ai Canon City. No further at tore jt
to lynch Ragland was mad a following the outbreak: cf citizens
morning which was frus
trated by armed guards from the sta e
d- prison and the Canon City firo
early-yeaterda-

partment
EMBEZZLER IS ARRESTED
Chicago, April 15. Extradition
pers for William H ?' :
- '
Boise, Idaho, formerly ie re
c
of the Overland Insuran
were brought here t
' I c
7
John M. Roberts of roK
r
1 f
f
emH
with
is charged
the company. He 1
a
here with his wif
crts expected to i
with Matthews.
1
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United States district
lock;
coturt. MounDay was sentenced to
penitentiary ana
two1 years in the
fined ft,(W0, Mrs. MounDay was fine--

in the
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HE CAMERA

1 e

DEATH

MAN WHO GOT SCENES FOR "QUO
VADIS" MUST HAVE HAD
IRON NERVES
How would you like to be the ca
mora man with a moving picture pro
ducing company? Like the man who

carries the gun, he does the Impor
tant work and gets the least
ration and credit. With some pro
duellons the camera man has a very
- pleasant and happy time, bait on the
other hand his lahor la sometimes
full of excitement and not a little
danger.
Take for instance that marvelous
photo-dram- a
"Quo Vadls'" whjch created such a sensation in New York
at the Aator theater, m Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia and numerous other big cities, shattered all records
for tremendous attendance and receipts, and which Is to close an en
gagement of two days at the Browne
theater tonight
Many of the scenes must have been
very pleasant work for the camera artist and then agan there are one or
two where he must have had firm
grip on hl nerve and his heart must
have jumped out of his mouth. For
instance that scene just before tho
lions are turned loose upon the Chris
tians ia the arena. It represents a
den of wild beasts being lashed into
proper fury. Here we see a tamer
with great leather whips thrashing
away at these enormous cats appar
ently' without fear of harm. The ca
mera man must have been close at
hand to take that picture and while
the tamer may have had the fear of
"himself and his whip stung m tne
brains of the anlmls, not so with the
camera man. He was a stranger to
them and easy prey. It was no sinecure position and not every photo artist would enjoy it
The same Is true of the scene rn the
arena where the animals dash toward
,
.
tie Christians for their terrible feast.
Ihe camera man had, to be there and
ia a conspicuous place to obtain the
proper focus and catch the picture
. cf the action.
It is not recorded that any artists
perished In the malting of this picture,
but nevertheless they took desperate
iirUBes ftud might have furnished
re-co-

n.H.Jjiown jrf show nuc partialj especially to strangers who are
joiing funny looking machines at
ii;im. How often do the millions of
people who see wonderful and dan
'
gerous specimens of moving photo-think of the chanse the
graphy
camera man takes.
;

--
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Nothing So Good for a Cough or Cold
When you have a cold you want
the best medicine obtainable so as to

PILES

ALL OVERfACE

TOOK CHANCES

Ifll

LARGE

Festered and Came to Head. Scratching Made Sores, Caused DisfigUsed Cuticura Soap
urement;
and Ointment. Face Now Clear.
1413 E. Oemwsee Ave., Saginaw, Mich.

Cuticura Soap and Ointment cured me
of a very bad disease of the face without
Having a ear. nmpies oruno
out all over my face, red and

They festered tad came
head. They Itched and
burned and caused me to
cratch them and make sores.
They said they were aeed warts.
At night I was restless from
When the barber
Itching.
would shave me my face would
bleed terribly. Then scabs would form
afterwards, then they would drop off and
seed warts would come back
the
again. They were on my face for about
nine months and the trouble caused disfigurement while it lasted.
"One day I read In the paper of the Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I received a free
sample of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
it was so much value to me that I bought
a cake of Cuticura Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment at the drug store. In about
ten days my face began to heal up, I kept
on using Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
in a very short time after, the scabs dropped
off the rod spots where they were vanished
also. My face is now clear of the warts and
not a soar Is loft." (Signed) LeRoy C.
O'Brien, May 12, 1913.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and Cuticura Ointment
60c. are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
Skin Book. Ad-dro-ss
each mailed free, with 32-largo.

to a

Dept. T, Boston."

shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will tad it best for skin and scalp.

WMon who

get rid of it with the least possible de
lay. There are many who consider
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsurpassed. Mrs. J. Boroff, Ellda, Ohio,
says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth
was cured of a severe cold and cough
by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy two
years ago, I have felt kindly disposed
toward the manufacturers of that
preparation. X know of nothing so
quick to relieve a cough or cure a
cold." For sale by all dealers. Adv,

APRIL 15, 1914.

NOT HIS IDEA OF A HUSBAND

Herr Professor Was Merely Father
the Eyes of HI Military-Adorin- g

In

Judgeinj from the
volume of our business
today, a sale of this
kind is certainly

Son.
An American professor whoi at
sixty, married a wonan much young-

er than himself says that he never

realized the advantage of his position
until something said by his youthful
son brought it home to him. The professor had taken his wife and children
to Germany to live. After attending
several weddings in high military circles, the children became Imbued
with the belief that marriage was
necessarily something where the woman stood up at the aide of a handsome
hero with much gold braid and

eight-year-ol- d

15c jSHbolines 11c
About three dozen pieces of
Silkollne, 36 inches wide in
all colors, including solid
colors; Hgusekeep- - j
era' Week, yard
LxC

12Mc Creton

--

If One Would Be Classed as a Welcome Correspondent These Must
Be Remembered.

-

Amoskeag Ginghams 7c
"Here is an item every woman knows the value of;

m
1C

your wants;
t Housekeepers' Week

12

Sugar (25 lbs. to a customer)
lbs. Sack U. S. Pattent Flour
lbs. Sack Unity Patent Flour
lbs. Potatoes for
lbs. Pure Lard for
Bars White Soap

25 lbs.
BO

50
CO

CASH ONLY.

9c

An extra good value in
Gingham Kitchen Aprons;
Housekeepers'
Week

5

il
'

Wife in the country ?
All alone in the house ?
Caught in the rain last night?
Trousers look like a gunny-sac- k

I don't care.

An ironing board, a damp cloth and a turn
in 5 minutes my
of the electric switch and
'
.
trousers look like new.
And when my wife comes back I am going
an Electric
to Cet her an Electric Percolator,
Toaster
Electric
an
Samovar, an Electric Range,
Water
Cup.
and an Electric Hot
for
I have been told all about these things
Electric
an
used
have
I
actually
years Now
all the electric comforts that

Flatimn"!

W

I have been missing.
st3

nv.3

TM1.

oei-so-

S0c

.

$1.30

5

Pair

ON ALL OTHER LACE CURTAINS

50c Curtain Net 39c

-

$2.00 Damask $1.42

We've remembered those who prefer the Curtain Nets to the Lace
Lace Curtains. These Nets are 54 inches wide, of good quality Brussels Netting; in both white and ecru. Don't overlook this item if
you

are needing something

Four patterns of this snowy
white Damask, full count, all
72 Inches wide; pure linen;
mn
Housekeepers'
Week

of

the

.1

Children'

Diseases very

iJOC

$2.00 Bed Spreads $1.68
These come in several pat
terns for full size bed, hemmed; good value at $2; better see. what you
need in this line
JL,DO

Seamless Sheets 55c
Spring always calls for new
Sheets', etc. We are offering
a good value here in seam'
less Sheets at,
L"
each
C
--55-

42x36 Pillow Cases 11c
Here's another item in Bedding you will probably need;
42x36 torn size, good
grade
Sheeting, Housekeep- ers' Week, each
C

11

1

This is the kind of a Bath
Towel we all like, large size
(22x45), extra heavy bleached; usually sells at 35c, 3
for $1; sHousekeep- ers' Week
UuC

rr

llfC

25c Curtain Materials 18c

25c Huck Towels 17c

There's always a heavy demand in the Spring for Inexpensive draperies. We have taken 12 pieces of Bordered Scrims, Madras, eta.
all 36 inches wide, in white and ecru, and, marked them at this
special price.

Our

Housekeepers' Week 18c Yard

Gives Comfort to Stout Persons
A good wholesome cathartic that

,

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive in action, for backache,
has a stimulating effect on the stom- weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
ach, liver and bowielsi is Foley Cathar-tl- o bladder troubles, p. 3. Boyd, Ogle,
Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in Texas, writes: "After taking two botaction, they keep you regular with no tles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheugriping and no unpleasant after ef- matism and kidney trouble are comfects. They remove that gassy dis- pletely gone." Safe and effective. O.
tended feeling so uncomfortable to G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store
Adv.
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv,

This towel s made of
pura
Huck Toweling, extra
keavy, size 18x30 inches.
Housekeepers'

line

Week...............

Wa.tch Our
Windows
have done me more
good than $150 00
worth of medicine." .
They give goo
results, o. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv,
,. i
MISSOURI

MOTHERS'

ai

CONGRESS

, .
Mn
J.U.- - vxxua
.... Springfield.
'
Jite and child welfare
phases are to be discussed at the second annual meeting of
the Missouri
.
of Mnth-Congress
INLAND EMPIRE TEACHERS MEET
"u nireni- , ethers association, which
'Spokane, Wash,, April 15.
opened
Many here today with a
Urge and represent-leading educators of Idaho, Montana
uukjb.
ine sessions will
Oregon apd Washington were present continue over
tomorrow and Friday.
here today at the opening of the annual convention of the Inland EmDire
Stomach Trouble Cured.
Teachers' association. The business
Mrs. H. G. ClevAln
a.,.,.,
management of schools is the chief
topic scheduled for discussion during writes. "For some
the three days' sessions. Drr-P- : P.
stomach and xeel lyouldhav,
Claxton, United States commissioner
bloated after
of education, will address the teachers. eating. Nothing benefited ma until I
got Chamberlain'8 Tablets. After tak-in- g
two bottles of them I was
cured "
When run down with kidney trouble, For Bale by all dealers
Adv.
backache, rheumatism or bladder
weakness, turn quickly for help to
Piles Cured in 6 to 14
Days
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take Druggists refund
r, Trt,
Yirt,r
them into your system without hav OINTMENT
faiIa t0 cllro ltch!
ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Hi Hweeding or Protruding Piles.
ired, N. Y., says; "Foley Kidney Pills First application
gives relief. 25c.
o

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT

Joe Mandot vs. Matty McCue, 10
rounds at Racine, Wis.
Sam Xsngford vs. "Kid" Cotton,
eight rounds at Chattanooga.
Tony Caponi vb. Gus Christie, 10
rounds at Indianapolis;.

Prevalent

Whooping
cough is about, everywhere. Measles and scarlet fever al
most as bad. Use Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound for Inflamed throats
and coughing. Mrs. I. C. Hostler,
Grand Island, Nebr, says: "My three
children had severe attacks of whoop
cough, and a very few doses of

rye)

This Towel is made of pure
Linen Huck Toweling, extra
heavy, eize 18x36 inches;
Housekeepers'
Week

Housekeepers' Week 39c

9c

Made of heavy t unbleached
Turkish Toweling; size 20x
36 inch. A good value at our
regular price, 15c;
Housekeepers' Week

these,

15c Huck Towels 10c

kind.

q LJU

15c Turkish Towels

of

3oc Turkish Towels 22c

Good quality, all linen Damask, 72 Inches; wide, good

even weave; three patterns
to select from; HouseJClC
keepers' Wee T

known brand of
Bleached Muslin; firm, even
weave; we sell regularly 10c
a yard- Housekeepers
Week, yard
.
C

$1.00

$1.25 Linen bamask 98c

91c

State Gets "Rake-Off.- "
The Japanese nobleman who adopts
a son for a money payment has to part
with a certain percentage of it to the
royal coffers. The royal consent is
necessary to all adoptions, and though
In bygone ages it was never refused,
modern developments have suggested
to the minister of finance at the Japanese court the wisdom of making the
who wants the royal consent
to an adoption (in certain circum-otuncepay for it.

$1.45

....$1.40

A pair of these Nottingham Lace Curtains will freshen
up a room
wonderfully and thisi low price makes them within the reach of all
Large size, In white or ecru, several patterns

20 PER CENT DISCOUNT

'

this morning?

....$1.00

NO PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

Housekeepers Week $2

'

A well

laundered; House- keepers' Week..

$3.00 Lace Curtains $2.15 Pair

21c

lUc Bleached Muslin 7c

Several patterns

ia doing its part to make this sale a great success We will make
deliveries on these articles, as rapidly as possible. Here's a few of
the bargains:

Windows

lit

come tomorrow.

good weight materials, hemsome prefer
med;!
this
weight as it is more easily

'epartment

Dress Ginghams 9c

t

W

If not, better

$1.23 Bed Spreads fl8c

Our Grocery

Our large and varied stock
of Dress Ginghams that usually sell for 12 c, and you'll
find any color or pattern you
want; Housekeepers'
Week, yard

35c Aprons 21c

u'jjjl

These Items for Cash Only

30
28

How to 8trlke Safety Matches.
common thing with smokers
for their safety matchboxes to give
out on the striking side before all the
matches are used up. If they will keep
in mind just one thing, this, can always
Wok-te- h
be averted. The safety striking jiart
is" very quick on trigger," and needs
!
only a slight contact, instead of a long
scratch. Simply snap the end of the
match quickly for about a quarter of
an inch on the striking surface. In
this way the outside may always be
kept fresh and usable. The long scratch
LINCOLN DIED 49 YEARS AGO
of course causes the match to ignite
before contact ceases, and the surface
Washington, April 15. Forty-nin- e
Is actually burnt up.
years ago, on April 15, 1865, President
Some safety matches will strike on Lincoln died as a result of the wounds
a windowpane. Sunday Magazine,
Inflicted by the assassin J. Wilkes
Booth at Ford's- theater the evening
Remembered Lesson.
the American flag
A young man walking through a preceding. Today half-mafrom the
was displayed at
an
with
foreign quarter stopped
the
house
martyr
of
where
the
window
in
eatamused smile
front of a small
ing place, the window of which had president breathed his last. Thehous,
a sign, "Lam Stew." The proprietor, which stands opposite the old theater
from his doorway, asked what the building where the tragedy occurred
joke was, and the young fellow ex- has long been maintained as a muplained about the missing "b" In seum for the display of Lincoln relics.
"lamb." The next day he found that
are under
while the bill of fare had changed Tentative plans already
the spelling lesson had not been for- way for an appropriate observance a
angotten. The proprietor was now of- year hence of the
Everyfering "Clamb Chowder."
niversary of Lincoln's death.
body's Magazine.

It is a

,;

9c

KEEP IN MIND WHEN WRITING

e

opened today and the buying was unusually heavy,
r'eople here, appreciate the fact that when Rosenwald's advertise a sale of this klnd'it means
a wonderful feast of good values. Remember this sale
just lasts one week,
so you had .better anticipate your wants for the next few months, as you
can readily see the great saving-Co- me-.
t

These come 27 inches wide,
about a dozen patterns to
select from, in lights, darks
and mediums; House
keepers 'Week, yard

yon?" .
"Oh, you mean the Herr Professor!
He's only our father." New Tork
Evening Post.

.

Souk SidaPkvja

186

gains?

Housekeepers Week

boy say:
"We're going over to America this
summer and when we get back
mother's going to marry an officer and
live in barracks."
"But, my boy," objected the neighbor, "your mother is married already."
"Oh, no, she Isn't."
"Why, your mother got married In
America before you came here or be
fore yon ever existed at all."
"No, mother wasn't ever married.
She never got married in America."
"But, my boy, who is it that gives
you a home and feeds you and clothes

Pe-arc-

6 Son

Have you secured
your share of the Bar

9

'
sword.
One of their German neighbors was
mystified one day to hear the

Be yourself, strive for the expression of your own thoughts, write with
all the force of your personality, and
you will be projecting your mind on
the mind of the friend who is to draw
delight from your letter. Write, with
the conscious wish to express truthfully and well that which you have
to say, abjure slovenly makeshift, and,

Laa Veas'Loadim? Storo

Established

just as strongly, the
which keeps one eye on the purpose in hand and one on effect.
Remember always that there is the
possibility of publicity for your letMINNESOTA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
ter, and if you have malice, cruelty,
Winona, Minn., April 15. Enthusi- or uncharitablehess in your mind, at
asm formed the keynote at the open least see that you do not commit your
ing here today of the annual conven feelings to paper, to your possible con
tion of the Minnesota State Sunday fusing at some later date, when kindSchool association. Hundreds of dele- liness has replaced your former harsh
gates and visitors from all parts of judgment.
Remembering all these things, you
the state are In attendance. Mrsi. Mary
will have no need for the services of
Foster Bryner of Chicago, W. C. a
complete letter writer. Guided by
of Chicago, Dr. Andrew Gillies sincerity and truth, you may proceed
of Minneapolis and several other lead- to give your thoughts the graven perers of international note are to ad- manence of writing.
dress the convention during the four
A 'i ifa'
c etc u sw a
The Cat In Kitty.
Stroke kitty the wrong way and
efte spits'.
Tet Bhe sleeps in the
Reile Foley's1 Honey!. and Tar Com- kitchen
by the fire. What of it! The
i
pound
very lap of her mistress has not countJust be sure that you buy Foley's ed with the cat in her. The cat in
Honey and Tar Compound It is a kitty is wild to the tip of her twitchreliable medicine for coughs, colds, ing tail. Watch her If she hasn't aloroup, whooping coughs, bronchial and ready scratched you as, crouched
la grippe coughs, which are weaken- in the grass, she makes her way toward some
bird, advises
ing to the system. It also gives Dallas Loreunsuspecting
in the Atlantic.
prompt and definite results for hoarse- A shiver runs Sharp
through you. You can
ness, tickling throat and stuffy wheezy feel her claws so tiger-likis she,
breathing. O. G. Sohaefer and Red so wild and savage, so bent on the
kill. Or come upon her- at dead of
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
night in some empty, dimly lighted
alfey. She Is on the prowl. The light
of the narrow, gulchlike street falls
on her with a startling largeness and
marks her silent shadow on the flags.
She moves stealthily out to the cor- n"
ner, and, well within the shadows,
stops to glance furtively up and down
But the peo
the open cross-stree- t.
ple are all within the shut doors.
There is no one for her to devour.

wmmmm r
.MmmK tew v 4pM

WEDNESDAY,

Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Why suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so small a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., writes,
"I have been subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me Immediately, and I take pleasure in recing
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great re- ommending it to others." 25 and 50
lief." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross cent bottles. For sale by ail dealers.
i4d.v.
Drug Store. Adv.
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London

SAVE FRANK'S

Magazine

PUBLIC SENTIMENT IN ATLANTA
HAS VEERED ABOUT IN
HIS FAVOR

Atlanta, Ga., April 15. With the
fixed for the execution of Leo M.
Frank but two days off, the public interest in the case has reached fever
heat, The attorneys for the convicted
young man will play their final card
.tomorrow, when they will appear before the state supreme court and present an extraordinary motion for a
new trial. It-I- s expected that the new
evidence gathered by William J.
Burns, and which the famous detective claims is of so Important a chcar-acte- r
that it cannot be ignored by the
court, will then be disclosed for the

date

first

time.

Whatever may be the strength and
character of the new evidence upon
which the plea for .a new trial will be
based, there, is a general feeling in
Atlanta today that Frank will not he
executed Friday. Furthermore, the
opinion is widespread that he will
never go to the ga'lows. The basis
for this opinion Is probably due almost
wholly to the campaign of publicity
that has been waged in behalf of the
young man. In the entire history of
American courts there have been few
if any eases In which a more vigorous
effort has been made to save a person convicted of murder.
Not the least interesting feature of
the Frank case is the remarkable turnabout that public sentiment has undergone In regards to the case. When,
on August 5, last, the jury returned a
verdict finding Frank guilty of the
murder of little Mary phagan, the
large crowd that had assembled out
side the courthouse received the news
with noisy demonstrations. The ver
dict was greeted with cheering loud
and long. Mounted policemen rode
through the crowd in an effort to dis
perse it, but the demonstrations continued unabated.
So far as the general public is
aware there has heen no new or important development in the Frank
case since the verdict of guilty was
returned. The evidence upon wt
the young man was convicted has not
been upset In any important particu
lar. Yet public sentiment seems to
have undergone a complete change
and there is little doubt that any an
nouncement of court action favorable
to the convicted man would now be
igreeted with as much enthusiasm as
that displayed when the verdict of
guilty was announced eight months

of

Points Out Weakness
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doctors, sanitary "experts," eugenic
enthusiasts, lunacy specialists and
others is wildly and obviously fabulous, though rich in apparently unimpeachable figures. All these appalling percentages as to the "physically defective," the "morally irrethe
sponsible,"
what do they mean?
One must first have some definition
of physical defect, moral flightiness,
weakness of intellect, asserts the Lon
don Saturday Review. Almost every
great man one can think of would be
condemned by some congress or other.
Napoleon,
Pope,
Johnson, Byron,
Caesar, Luxembourg, Clive, Pitt, Peter
the Great the list could be prolonged
indefinitely were all "defective" in
some way. Few men or women go
through life without a sharp con
sciousness of bodily imperfection.
They are either very happy or very
stupid who are perfectly satisfied with
the quality of their wits, and the
human being who has never felt himself a sorry caitiff must assuredly be
one. Of course, ngures come 10 ine
aid of the optimist just as efficiently
as they subserve the purpose of a
settled gloom. Every one is familiar
"The statistics
with the formula:
might seem at first sight to provide
food for reflections of a disquieting
character, but when It is remembered
that before 1902 it was not incumbent on practitioners to notify," etc.
In short, it is just as eaBy to prove
a steady advance In physique, intellect and character as it is to satisfy
the nation that it is chiefly made up
of puny and vicious Imbeciles.
"feeble-winded-
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EVER VAIN

Better to Strive for Success, and Meet
Defeat, Than Mutely Accept Life
of Littleness,
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Bea-foo- d

Tailor on the Tramp.
Many years ago jobbing tailors went
about the north of Scotland working
at private booses by the day much
on the same lines as Borne modern

troubled with Indigestion, sour atom
eeh and bad breath. After taking two dressmakers.
bottles of Charob,erlain's Tablets 1 am
These Jtits often, lasted a week
well.
These tablets are splendid
and were familiarly spoken of In the
none better." For sale by all dealers trade as "whipping the cat." In addi
tion to their board and lodging, the
Adv.
tailors received liberal wages, and
often made up material supplied by
To Cure a Cold In One Day
thfllr hosts.
They usually arrived
W. armed with lapboards, thimbles, scis
Look for the signature of E.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE sora and needles, and last, but not
GROVE.
Cures a cold in one day, least, they brought with them all tue
news of the couhtxy-Bide- .
Cures grip In two days. 25a. Adv
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of CAIRO Cigarettes

nf

On pacl-isregisSsrSy in Cairo and cn
'.extra Blanket given with each package
for afew clays oniy. Flsgs of sllrsatsons in
hrlilisnt coicrsS Lara bizq hsndsosise

!

1

iLAMiL10

WmbtM
Flag
Package

Tw

li

crnomsntaS! Also valuable coupon in

IE

v
each package.
Offered to gel you acquainted with the
msrvelous new vaSwo in clfpreites
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The mild fragrance and meSSow - sweet flavor
of CAIRO will surprise deSjcht convince you that
freshness is absolutely necessary to
foil-wrapp-

-

0H

FT'wg

'ite seHing ai Es, that
Tho on!y cork tip oval cig
is packed in ths handy Flat Slid Package and
wrapped in foil.

y
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supreme enjoyment.
Take advantage of this FREE Offer today
and avoid disappointment,asdealersTiave
oniy a nmiiea suppsy oi insso cAirj
and cannot obtain more.
-- sa

r:zs
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LOOK FOR FREE OFFER 5!3N Oil A DEALER'S VSMDOW
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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Better the sorriest citizen thinking
he can take hold of life, and his faint
can burn holes
spark of free-withrough the thicket than a worldful
of orderly persons of regular habit
and contented mien. Rather wilder
ness than that men should find this
a locked world, where all the returns
are in.
Better absurd mites, strutting over
large landscapes, than such a flatness
of cheery slaves, taking orders from
Better a petty race
their betters.
should strive vaiuly, than accept its
If it is doomed to
own littleness.
futility, let it at least live as if all
the roads to victory were open.
So when we face the push and
thrust of life in each generation, let us
be glad that youth Is claiming Its
right to live. Let the youth flourish
and prosper, advises Harper's Weekly,
It is wiser to tear down the temples
than to accept defeat. Effort is finer
than resignation, and peril is safer
than despair in routine. And by that
high courage and fresh experiment,
they defeat confusion, and lift their
heads above despair. So tbe world is
full of homes. Obscure men deal man
fully with their stint of work. Countago.
suffer and love,
It will be one year on April 27 since less unknown onwomen
chaos. A will is at
Order
gains
the body of
Mary Phagan work upon the welter.
was found In the basement of the
pencil factory where she was employResetting: a Shoulder.
ed. Frank was the superintendent of
A dislocated shoulder may be re
the factory. Up to the time of the
placed with scarcely any pain by the
tragedy he had enjoyed an excellent following procedure, according to ur,
reputation. His hqme originally was Julius Caesar of Ilchester, England:
In Brooklyn, where his parents still
Divest the catlent of his coat ana
in
reside, Prior, to coming to Atlanta he waistcoat Place him on the ground of
wrist
the
a
Grasp
Bosposture.
Bitting
in
had been employed for a time
a tnira
ton. He was a mtember of several the dislocated arm and have
the wrist of the other
grasp
person
lookleading Jewish societies and was
arm. Raise both arms Btmuuaneoubiy
ed upon by his friends as a capable over the
head, taking care to keep
young man of business.
them parallel, and extending them upCrimes against women had been ward till the Datient Is just raised
alarmingly frequent in Atlanta and from the ground. At this point a click
souna oi
vicjnity for a considerable period prior is heard and felt. This la the Into its
back
arm
bone
going
the
to the murder of the Phagan girl.
When her body was found bearing eviThrn are some dislocated shoulders
dence that she had been attacked pub- that cannot be reduced this way, but
lic feeling reached a high pitch. The they are the rare exceptions.
police department naturally came in
for severe criticism and this is1 one of
Dnisoninn bv Flower.
the facts upon which emphasis is laid
Tf unmi Incredihle that the, han
mt nrflttv and annarently
by those who are endeavoring to free au
Frank. The allegation is made that the innocent flower, the primrose, should
a
police felt bound to take some imme- poison anybody, but it is iaci
to this
are
susceptible
certain
persons
to
in
order
criticism
avoid
action
diate
A charming laay m u weoioYtnt
and that Frank was arrested in conse
ern city has just been ill for weeks
Charges have been opeanly with a nfllnful and disfiguring rash
quence.
made, moreover, that his conviction upon her hands, arms and face, and
was brought about by framed-u- p testi after trying several physicians wna
could not diagnose her case, qihcuv
mony.
nt last that her favorite prim
Frank was tried July 28, last. The
fresh bunches of which were
roses,
was
him
against
.only direct testimony
niorort
ohnut her house every day dur
given by James Conley, a negro em
the
season, were to blame for It.
- ing
ployed about the pencil factory. Con- A girl in her florist shop suners ever?
ame trouble. It Is
ley swore that he had stood guard von fmm th
pol
outside the pencil factory while Frank lika thA atrawberrv and
was alone with the Phagan girl and sons, which fortunately, as In this
later helped Frank carry the body to case, affect comparatively few persona. Occasionally nasturtiums pro
the basement, where it was found.
duce a similar effect.
A Cure for Sour Stomach
Mrs. Wm. T. Thompson, of Battle
Creek. Mich. - writes: "I have been

mini
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Human Decadence.
Most of the

LIFE

j

NO GREAT NEED FOR WORRY

NEWS FROM THE CAIPTAL

Santa Fe, April 15. "May a fcrand
used In Colorado be used In this
state?" Is a Question put up "by Sec
retary of State Antonio Lmcero to the
ttorney general general. Assistant At
torney General Ira L. Grimshaw re
plies: "Our laws provide that a
bran Is recognized as evidence of own
ership. A person desiring to adopt a
brand for the purpose of branding
animals In this stata must forward to
the secretary of ttie cattle sanitary
board a fac simile of such brand, to
gether with a fee of 50 cents to pay
of rits recordation. A certified copy
of the brand :s then sent to the ap
plicant by the cattle sanitary board
upon payment of 550 cents additional.
usesL4 Colorado may be ns- ,ed in this state when the provisions
of the laws of New Mexico have been
complied with, provided, however,
that the brand is not the same as that
of any other brand recorded in behalf
of any other person in New Mexico
or of such character as to conflict
with any prior recorded brand.'"

DEALERS:

WE WANT EVERY DEALER IN LAS VEGAS, N. M., TO BE SUPPLIED WITH THESE FLAG
D TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER. DEALERS NOT ALRtABi BUfPLitu may &c
f A SPECIAL SUPPLY AT CAIRO HEADQUARTERS, Z. JERRY EPPSTEIN, HARVEY HOUSE, PHONE
MAIN 620. THIS EVENING BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 7 AMD 9 O'CLOCIC

They Sold Liquor
Flavio Martinez and Reglno Vigil
were indicted today by the federal
grand jury on the charge of selling
liquor to Taos Indians. Three other
indictments werta1 returned. Altogether the grand Jury has returned 42
true bills and 12 no true bills," being,
almost three times the ordinary
amount of work. The jury will prob
ably finish up tomorrow eevnlng having been Insesslon since Monday of
weelc
Baca Defends Salazar
Attorney Elfego Baca of Albuquer

last

que appeared in federal court today
In the case of United States against
General Jose Inez Salazar. The case
was set for May 11. "We are ready to
meet the United States on any issue
it may raise," declared Baca today.
He expects to return to Albuquerque
tomorrow.
Rub the joints with BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheuma
tism. It penetrates the flesh, to the
bone conveying its soothing and re

storative influence to the spot where
the pain exists. Price 25c, 60c and
ti no ner bottle. Sold by Central
Drug Co.

Adv.

JOHNSON AND "WILDCAT" FERNS street, East Las Vegas, N. M, says:
Pueblo, Colo., April 15. One of the "The worth of Doan's Kidney Pills
most promising pugilistic events pull- has been fully demonstrated by their
a long time use In our home. Besides my own ex
ed off in this section-iIs scheduled by one of tho local clubs perience, one other of our family has

Austria and for & brief period fill
the post of minister at the court of f
James. Ills death occurred, ia Lois :!
in 1377.

for tomorrow night, when Eddie
Johnson, the Pueblo welterweight, and
"Wildcat" Ferns of Kansas City will
battle.
come together for a
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these amenities. The order of Secretary Daniels will make a warship
more or less a water wagon and
srape juice the strongest beverage
that can 'bo legally offered to a visitorto say nothing, of gracing the
mess table.

fllrl

M,.if
A

'

CO.

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

mile 'hike" of about. 10,000 men of
the Second army division, mobilized
at Galveston and Texas City, began
today with the departure of the Sixth
brigade from ' Galveston. Regiments
will follow each other irapldly until
by Thursday practically the entire li
vision win be afoot. General Fred
erick Funston, commanding the division said today.
"The hike will nol'affect the preparedness for embarkation of the
Second division, as transports are kept
in readiness for the men, and at no
time will they be out of sight of railway trains, which could take the command to Galveston In short order. No
preliminary orders would be necessary should the troops be needed
south; Btili none has been received."
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A LECTURE

.JAPAN ;'

Up-to-Da-

Jewelry

GIFTED STUDENT AND TRAVELER
IS EXPECTED TO INTEREST '
LAS VEGANS ....

,...

s

te

Rewpies

Much interest doubtless wlH.be
aroused by the announcement of Dr,'
Jacob H. Landau that he Is tc-- give
a travelogue entitled "A Night in
Japan." Dn. Landau, who has traveled widely and is a; deep student and
careful observer,, will nrtng to his
hearers Information regarding the Mikado's empire which could be obtained only by a long visit there. The lecture will be given In the Duncan opera
house on April 29.
This travelogue wilj. show the cities
and villages, the mountains and' valleys of what Is, In the judgment of
travelers, the most fascinating country In the world. The ways and means
of the people, their mode of life, work
and worship, their transition from the
old to the new, their attitude toward
some of the world moviements and
world problems of today, and all other
interesting features of Japanese life
will be described One hundred views,
which are positively thei beet ever
made In, and! on, Japan, will Illustrate this lecture. The facts set forth
in this travelogue are original and
have been obtained) at a cost of many
thousands of dollars expended In east
ern travel by the lecturer, and It is
intended to send the audience home
with a knowledge of this country, such
as they cannot derive from the mere
perusal of books. Songs from "Mikado," "Madam Butterfly," and other
Japanese operas will illustrate the
drama entravelogue, and a one-ac- t
titled "Drifted Apart" will complete
'
'
the program.
iMrs. Charles Kohn will preside at
the piano. Solos from the "Mikado"
and "Madam
Butterfly" will be rendered by Mrs. Frank Relman and Mr.
Simon Bacharach. The Misses Chella
Van Petten, Leona Greenclay and
Grace Lord will give a. little scene
from the "Mikado." Mrs. J. H. Landau and Mrt, Frank Eliot Landau will
drama entitled "Drifted
give a one-ac- t
Apart."
In addition to the three lectures de- -

J.:--

.
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'
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ShorE'iLeaVe Suspended .
Vera Cruz, April 15. No launches
the expiration of a time limit of 24
with officers or men from vessels of
hours, bombarded the town, after tak.05
the United States navy are to be al
such
steamer
a
in
person
ing away
Thousands Have Solved It With S . S. S.
.15
lowed to come ashore here until the
One Week
as desired to go. The bombardment,,
T Iff nrrffr IrrmwT
thnt- th pppma of hlnod weight, thin pale cheeks, and that weari.65
... i
etralned conditions have passOne Month
was intermittent; an 'Interval of sev- disorders are found in the minute spaces ol ness
of muscle and nerve that is generally present
7.50
One Year
ttsfiue
fibres.
They can be Been only experienced by all sufferers with polscnea ed, according to information given out
eral hours was allowed between fusil- the
And It Is blood.
throuKli a powerful microscope.
Dally, by Mall
Get a bottle of S. S. S. at any drug today.
lade for an opolgy. That was not of- In these spaces that S. 8. S. goes to work
and
with
$C.O0
wonderfullj
store, and in a few days you will not only
effectively
rapidly,
Year
One
(In advance)
and a lauding party burned the noticeable results.
fered
feel bright, and energetic, but you wilt be
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
Ibis famous blood rmriner contains me the picture of new life.
tewn without loss of life and thun dicinal
components vital and essential, to
S. S. S. is prepared only In the labora7.00
One Tear, (in arrears)
healthy blood.
of the fiwift Specific Co.. 221 Swift
withdrew.
There Is one Ingredient in fs. S. S. whlcn tory
3.75
Six Months (in arrears)-- :
Ga., who maintain a very
lildg..
of serves the active purpose of stimulating efficient Atlanta
of the
Discussion
possibility
Medical Department, where all who
'
each cellular part of the body to the have
blood
disorder of a stubborn
conany
blockading the Mexican coasts
healthy and Judicious selection of its own
may write freely for advice.
essentia! nutriment. That is why It re- nature
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
in official circles.
Is
Secretary
tinued
8.
8.
sold
8.
everywhere by all drug
'
generates the blood supply; why' It has stores.
In overcoming
GROWER
Daniels called for Information on such a tremendous Influence skin
N
Beware of all attempts to sell yon someaffections,
all
eczema,
rash,
pimples,
12.00 what additional vessels were avilable
Ona Tear
seunjatisin, sore throat, wean eyes, loss 01 thing "Just as good." Insist upon 8. 8. 8.
1.00
.
jSixliMontbs
for service on the Pacific. The cruisers Cleveland and Chattanooga are ference with congressmen in Wash pennant was released as the ship's
:" "
TAUPERT'S
' ;
"
band played "The Star Spangled Ban
ready to join the vessels already do- ington.
j
(Cash In Advance for Mall
ner." Cheers by the 1,014 officers and
ing, duty off the west .coast.
j
Subscriptions.)
A Seven-ba- y
men In the crew of the latest addition
These ships already are .there: The
Remit by check, draft or money
Journey
(Continued From Page One.)
On hoard U. S. S. Arkansas, off to the Atlantic fleet were answered
order. If sent otherwise we will not cruiser Raleigh and the gunboat An
Eve responsible for loss.
napolis al Mazatlan, the cruiser New the Virginia Capes, April 15. Rear by the men on the other ships at the
yards, and the New York was in com- government of the United States hut
Epecimen copies free on application. Orleans and the gunboat Vorktown at Admiral Badger, commander-in-chie- f
also an evidence to the rest of the
the armored cruiser of the Atlantic fleet, sailed for Tam-pic- mission.
Topolobainpo,
livered this year for charity, Dr. Laa-- .
Glacier
toIf necessary the New York could world as an entire change of attitude.
and the supply ship
noon
California
from
at
oads
dau will generously donate part of
Hampton
AT
ALU PAPERS DISCONTINUED
"There can be no loss of dignity
at Acapuko.
the proceeds of this travelogue to
day with the superdreadnoughts Ar- steam out to sea in 1 hours. Other
EXPIRATION OF TIME
declined today to kansas, Vermont, New Hampshire and battleships at the navy yard are the of the defacto government in Mexico
oharitiea
Bryan
Secretary
Every phase of Japanese
PAID FOR
discuss Mexican developments be New Jersey. In a thick fog that hung superdreadnaughts Texas and Wyom- in recognizing In the fullest degree
life, from the cradle to the grave, will
be depicted as vividly as though seen
yond saying he was in uninterrupted over the bay the big ships sarted ofl ing, the dreadnaughts North Dakota the claims of a great sovereign govthe
are
Advertisers
communication "with Charge O'Shaugh- - under orders to make 11VS knots an and Ohio, and the armored cruiser ernment to its respect
guaranteed
by the audience.
,,
hour. That speed will bring them to Washington. All of these could join
largest daily and weekly circulation nessy.
The lecturer wilftake audiences
the fleet at a few hours' notice.
"No Bluff" Says Shively
of any newspaper in northern New
Tampico in seven days.
into homesi temples, pagodas, tea garWRECK KILLS FOUR
The New York and Texas, the latMexico.
"Will there be t. message from the
dens, palaces, theaters, schools, flower
ter also just completed, are sister
New York In Commission
president?" he was asked.
Georgetown, Texas, April 15. Four
gardens, the silk, tea and rice districts
ships. Both will be assigned to the men were killed and two seriously
New York, April 15). The new
"It certainly will come if a repara
of Japan. These slides are even
TELEPHONES
first division of the Atlantic fleet. injured here today when a M, K. and
not come from the Iluerta
tion
does
New
one
of
the
more beautiful than those depicting
York,
Main 2
Business Office
for the contemptotis atti two largest battleships in the world, Each has a displacement of 27,000 T. passenger train crashed into an
lecturer's travelogue on Holy Land.
Main 2 government
News Department
was placed in commission today at the tons and a speed of 21 knots an hour. automobile in which they were driv
tude it has taken," said he.
Full description of the Worship of
Senator Shively was emphatic in Brooklyn navy yard.
They are fitted writh'a main battery ing. The dead, all of Florence, Tex.,
the Dead and of the curious forms of
guns and a secondary are C. C. Cressett, C. Robinson, W. J.
The ceremony was simple. Captain of ten
declaring ridiculous any idea that the
WEDNESDAY, APRIL, 15, 1914.
the Japanese religion. The attitude'
h
rifles.
United States was "bluffing."
T. S. Rogers received his orders, plac- armament of 21
of Japan toward America. What of
Joiner and Joe Howell. The injured
President Wilson, according to the ing him in command of the new battleare Lester C. Cressett and W. N.
A GRAPE JUICi: XAVlf
the yellow peril? The future of the
Big Army Maneuvers
congressmen who talked with him, de- ship, flags were broken out at the
Howell. The automobile was
Japs. Pictures will show the most
Houston, Tejc., April 15. The 60wonderful scenery in the world.
There may be an honest difference clared he had given a reasonable time bow and stern, and the commission
of opinion as to the wisdom of Secre- to Iluerta and that while the time
fixed limit, there
tary Daniels In prohibiting the use of Was without any
- would be no quibbling and that prompt
on.
battleliquors
Intoxicating
my
would follow Huerta's failure
'hips, at navy yaras ot anywhere action
w
r.i
t lse within the jurisdiction of
the to comply.
Senator
status
exact
fact
of
The
1
i'iivy department. It is stated that
as unchanged,
, this action
probably will be followed Shively characterized
States will
United
that
the
liy similar orders affecting the army. "except
iOf course, the uncompromising total Insist with all the power of this naaibstineace advocates will rejoice at tion of reparation for the defiance of
this enlargement of the boundaries of the Huerta- - government"
"dry" territory, but there will be
"".The Fleet Sails
many others of the opinion, that the
Va,, April 15. The battleNorfolk,
are
estoo
made
regulations
drastic,
Arkansas,
Vermont, New HampKecially In vlow o ihe fact that the ships
and the dispatch
shire
and
Jersey
no
persons directly affected have
voice whatever in establishing them. boat Yankton sailed from Hampton
To those who hold this view, the ac- Roada today, for Mexican waters at
tion of tie secretary will be regard full epeed.
The New Hampshire was the first
ed as that of a despot, forcing his perto
get under way, - All but the Yank
The following prices apply to lour best and choice stock of Redera and Palmer
views
sonal
upon men powerless to
ton, were in their war paint of gray.
iispute the point
made garments. Each garment carries our unqualified guarantee. XjT are
Vyedriesda.y
There is no consideration, however, The activities in Hampton Roads al
most equalled some of the scenes pre
svhlch will condemn Itself to all, and
as
interested
in
your making satisfactory selections at these reductions as though
Admiral
that is the determination of Secretary ceding the departure o( Rear
the
the
.
,
,
,
,
,
regular prices prevailed
Daniels that officers and men shall be Schley's n flying squadron during
50c Lisle Hose for women, pr...43c
wan.
Spanish-America'treated alike, that the former shall!
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of
To complete the tasty coaling
not enjoy Immunity from restrictions!
$15.00 Coats or Suits. . .,
for $11.19
35c Children's fine Lisle Hose, pr..19c
New Hampshire It was necessary
the
17.50 Coats or Suits.'..
Vhfch, are placed upon the enlisted
'13.98
for
Children's Silk finished Hose),
35c
hunto work all last night Eighteen
men. The latter have been deprived
20.00 Coats or Suits.'.
for 16.49
t..,
....25c
per pair.......
dred tons of "coal were placed ia her
25.00 Coats or Suit..',
of the navy "canteen' and the secre- bunkers. The
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27.00 Coats or Suits.,..
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tary, dechirhjg himself actuated" by a lar crew was augmented by 50 ap
'.
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or
Coats
desire to do justice to "the men be
for 24.00
Suits..
Beprentice seamen from St.; Helena.
hind the guns," has taken away the fore r the vessel Bailed today another
.:; 35.00 Coats or Suits.....
.....for 27.75
.,;
3, ,tX)t3&A
40.00 Coats or Suits..;
for 31.75
liquor privilege also of the men who detail ,of eeamen was transferred to
wear the gilt.
Heavy Cotton Hose for Boys,
her from the receiving ships Franklin
Per Pair
This attitude appeals forcibly to and Richmond for distribution among
the American idea of fair play, though the vessels of the .fleet. The repair
therf still remains the contention that
ship vestal, tuemjiiEuunuon
'
the liquor privilege might be permit anon and the natal tugs Patapsco,
CO;.
ted to all alike, under vigorous re Patuxent Ronoma; and Ontario are
strictions. Elimination , of the army hastily preparing for sea.
and 'iiavy canteen, bo for as it affects
The Lebanon and the tugs would
the enlisted men, has not been proved prove especially valuable for landing
Leaven-blesse- d
reform. At least, parties owing, to. their comparatively
there are two sides to the question. light draft.
v.hi' 'i Is not to be decided by the usual
The battleship Delaware did not grt
nenia advanced. in behalf of prer away. ; She was held for repairs and
"
"
ib) .on as it affects the civilian overhauling.
Vhea the people ot any .given com-- i
OUR LIKE CFYON'S
lity voluntarily and deliberately
Jupiter to Mazatlan
were
sh the social glass and abolish
Vallejo, Cal., April
v saloon as an Institution,
they are received here today from Washington
which are for the collier Jupiter how at Calif
upon conditions
Is Undoubtedly the Prettiest Ever
i
different from those existing at fornia City, to load with coal and prormy post or nary yard, located ceed at once to Mazatlan, Mexico. The
Shown in Las .Vegas
m f isy reach of a "wet" district. Jupiter will, carry fuel for the Pacific
o is a widespread conviction that fleet, now on patrol duty In Mexican
i
often drenched by the cold waters.
: v -- f irs of the sea In the discharge
Secretary Daniels has ordered the
V (h' duties,
reiiOlre
something cruiser Cleveland, now at San Fran-clsoDAY
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'THE STORE
and stimulating to brace up
to steam to Mazatlan at once.
i
"
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ELKS' OFFICERS

Keeps Its Strength

INSTALLED BY

The large can of K C lasts longer
than 25 cents worth of other baking

B (SHOP

I

'

powders but no matter how long it.
- takes
to get to the bottom the last
spoonful is just as good as the first.
K C raises the nicest, lightest biscuits,
cakes and pastry you ever ate, and it
is guaranteed pure and wholesome.
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DEPUTY DISTRICT PRESIDES
IMPRESSIVE
CEREMONY,
BANQUET FOLLOWS

For goodness sake, use

STANDING OF THE CLUBS
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1
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Chicago
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1
0
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Washington
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.000

W.

Baltimore
Brooklyn1

-

-

Buffalo
Pittsburgh

"

Esteemed Leading Knight, Charles
Ward.
Esteemed Loyal Knight, J. B. Ament.
Esteemed Lecturing Knight, E. J.

W. G.

McWenie.

,

0.

BASEBALL
American League
Cleveland at Chicago; clear,
St. Louis at Detroit: cloudy.
Philadelphia at New York.
Washington at Boston.
National League
i.::
Chicago at Cincinnati..
Louis.
St.
at
Pittsburgh
New York at Philadelphia; rain.
..Boston at Brooklyn.
Federal League
Buffalo at Baltimore; rain.
TODAY'S

Brooklyn at Pittsburgh;

1
1
0

rain.

Treasure W, G. Benjamin."
Secretary," 3. W. Condon! '
Trustee, Hallett RaynolJs.
Tyler, Harry Martin.
Following the installation ceremon
ies the new exalted ruler, announced
the appointment of N. O. Hermann as
esquire, William o. Wood as chap-- 1
lain and Donald Hart as inner guard,
and these officers were conducted to
their stations.
In addressing the lodge and at the
banquet table Mr. Bishop made some
highly interesting remarks to the
Elks. He complimented Las Vegas
lodge on having such a representative membership, such handsome quar
ters, such efficient officers and such
He predicted
promising officers-elecfor te lodge increase growth and
usefulness in the year to come,, de
claring that it is becoming of valu"
to the community tsrougb. its exempli
fication o the principles qf the order.
Around the banquet table remarks
were made by the retiring officers, the
new officers and several prominent
members of the loage. Mr. Bishop
was first to b ecalled upon by William
J. Mills, Who acted as toastmaster.
Mr. Bishop toasted the Las Vegas
ldoge and expressed the hope that it
would continue to grow., and prosper.
Hallett Raynolds, in a neat speech,
presented the retiring presiding officer with a handsome past
exalted
ruler's insignia, paying - Governor
Mills a deserved tribute for his efficient handling of his office. Mr. Raynolds said the past exalted ruler had
been of great service to the order
through his sound business judgment
and had most worthily exemplified
one of the chief requirements of a
good Elk "One who loves his fellow
men."
Governor Mills accepted the insignia with an eloquent little speech, in
which he expressed pleasure at having been able to be of service to his
lodge.
The 11 o'clock toast "To Our Absent Brothers," was given by Patrick
D. McElroy, a past exalted ruler. With
lights Uimmed the' Elks stood la the
while Mr, McElroy pronounced the solemn words expressing
the sentiment which has made of the
Order of Elks the great fraternity that
t.

ANOTHER PLOT FOILED
Santa Fe,' N. M., April 15. Following the' discovery yesterday of dyna-

l

.0

AT

ger.

American League

mite concealed under the court house
at Santa Rosa, two sticks of dynamite
were found with 15 feet of fuse last
Pet. night in the basement of the county
1.000 jail at Carrizozo, Lincoln county. Tt
1.000 is believed the explosive was secret.000 ed by friends of prisoners who wish-e.000
to blow their way out of Jail,

Federal League
'

Brooklyn,

Federal League
Brooklyn, 1; Pittsburgh,

National League

Brooklyn

8; Boston, 2.
Cincinnati,. 10; Chicago, 1.

1.

Detroit, 3; St. Louis, 2; 13 Innings
New York, 8; Philadelphia 2.
I
Chicago, 5; Cleveland, 2.
Washington, 3; Boston, 0.

'

Philadelphia
St. Louis

GAMES

National League
Philadelphia, 10; New York;
St. Louis, 2 ; Pittsburgh, 1.

The Tale of Two Cities

PEOPLES BANK
Among those present were the fol- lowing'iiiVilliam J. Mills, David W.
Condon, C, A. Bishop, P. D. McElroy,
Dr. M. F. iDes Marais, E. J. McWe
nie, Herman C. Ilfeld, Hallett Raynolds, W. O. Wood, Charles W. 6.
Ward, William H. Springer, J. B.

Amenf Carl Wertz, Harry Martin,
Clarence Pierce, George A. Fleming,
Arthur Ilfeld, Simon Bacharach, G. H.
Hunker, Chester Hunker, P. A. Linn,
John W. Harris, Jr., Sig Nahm, David
Winternitz, A. Strauss, John Thorn-hill- ,
Ed Lewis, David Rosenwald, Will
Charles
Fugate, Joseph Danzlger,
'
Danziger, E. E. Johnson, David Hazels, Lorenzo Delgado, Vincent Rath-burn- ,
James Whitmore, Lowry
O. M. Ward, H. G. Mohr, A.
U Gump, Donald Hart, Richard F.
Johnson, Colbert C. Root, Louis II
feld, Charles Greenclay, M. Bendix,
Loui3 Shupp, Charles P. Trumbull,
Manuel Henrlquez, C. E. Lewis, Wll
11am
B. Stapp, C. H. Bally, Frank
Strass, Leslie Witten, William Frank,
T. M. Elwood, Saul Rosenthal, James
Leonard, R. R. Larkin, Daniel Stern,
Charles Rosenthal, Jake Graaf, Mltz,
Joseph Hillbrand, Hugh Trainor, N.
O. Hermann, Dr. E. B. Shaw, Isaac
Davis, Fred Corbett, Charles O'Mal- ley, Fred Nolette, George E. Morri
son", "W. G. Benjamin, Thomas John- sen, B. T. Mills, Herbert Gehring, A
C. Erb, Orrin Blood, Ernest Blood
W. B. Charles, Dr. C. S. Losey, Judge
David J, Leahy, Charles A. Spiess and
John Rudulph.
Clev-enger- ,

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
President.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

FIRST NATIONAL BAN!
,

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, S23.GQ0,

In every department
axe prepared
tfV'O)

JtV

v.v.--

interest

.'

''

churches

That's their citv
just as important, and just asnlinving

That's the Telephone citv:

Pz!&

Oyer six thousand men and Jvomen are working in the mountain region today
to handle your telephone cas

If all the employes of your telephone company could live in one place they

3

123

For they are busy every day of the year In 400 cities and towns in seven states
making your telephone service

'

-

;

'''";

-

ea Titeo Deposits

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, April 15 The stock

r

market today was free from the un
settlement of the preceding session.
Price movements at first were uncer
tain, but there was no evidence of
aggressive selling. The market grad
ually hardened. Trading was almost
5 per cent smaller during the fore
'

noon.

The demand was not large enough
to impair sustained
strength, and
before noon the list sold off, Influenced by heavy selling of Union Pa
M U
J ,r
"
cific and weakness of some of the
southern and southwestern railroad
shares. Bonds were irregular.
Scale buying checked the de
cline after many stocks had fallen below yesterday's close. Union Pacific
before rallying.
sagged to 154
Prices rose steadily when the bears
were defeated in their efforts to bring
i
about- further liquidation. Union Pacific recovered fully. Steel and Reading gained half a point
packers and' butcers strong. Lambs $6.508.40; yearling
$S.658.75;
The market closed steady. Specu $S.558.70; lights 8.508.65; pigs $G7.40; wethers $5.256.75; ewes
"
lative interest converged on the city $7.757.30.
,
f5S.40.
ex
was
influence
little
bond sale and,
Cattle, receipts 900. Market steady.
erted by a drive against Lehigh Val-- ; Prime fed steers ,"8.B09. 40; dressed
The last sales:' beef steers
GEORGIA SUNDAY SCHOOLS
ley, which lost
7.408.?0; western
73
Amalgamated Copper
steers $78.75; southern steers $6.59
Milledgovllla, Ga., April 14. Several
100
Sugar
8; cows $58; heifers ?7'g)9; stock-- hundred delegates are attending the
95
Great Northern
ers and feeders $6.508.20; bulls annual convention of the Georgia Sun109
Northern Pacific .......
day School association, which met
$E.507; calves $6.5010,50.
'
It Is.
.....163
Sfarket here today for a session of three days.
Reading j,...
Sheep, receipts 10,00d.'
91
George H. Hunker, Charles A. Spiess, Southern Pacific .......
.....155
Judge David J. Leahy, Charles W. G. Union Pacific ..........
58
Ward and several other officers and United States Steel--'..'...109
members of the 16b gave toasts or United States Steel, pfd.,
clever speeches. - William H. Springer
the new exalted'- ruler, was roundly
CHICAGO BOARD OR, TRADE
"'
applauded when he arose to speak
Chicago; April 15. Despite a mod
I
v
AT
Mr. Springer, thou a one of the erate rally, wheat today leaned to the
vaembers ot. the order lu bear side. Opening iprices, which
younger
Initiation, ried from, .8
lower to a shade adpoint ;bt ge and; date
has gone rapidly to the foreground. vance, ere followed by some hardHe has taken a keen interest In Elk-do- ening all around, but then quotations,
THE STCE TEAT HAS IT TO LEO
and the lodge ta concinved It has receded"; to below last night's level.
selected the right man to head if dur Closing prices were Unsettled, a shadft
up compared with last
ing the coming 12 months Mr. Sprin- lower to
LACE CURTAINS
:
4
MEN'S SUITS
ger's well known business ability arui night.
A pair pretty ones.r,.
with wheat.
V.49c
his enthusiasm atd 'expected to makle
Corn $yinpatbize&
Another shipment of about ifl
him a valuable executive. He was Prices started'
values, pair-.T-- r,.198c
stUtJust a.l.i"4 to our uu'.
tp to a like ad- $1.50
'
.
no
0 tin.
elected, by a unanjtuous vote of the vance. Made' a slight general gain,
.w viuc0, va.u
large gtock tmd oii cm L
members and issured of united sup and then fell Below last night's fig'$2.50 values pair...
$1.49
choIce
t many pattnrn, f
low
i '
ures. The close was Irregular
port,
weaves ab from
The menu at the banquet was de- er to
up compared with 24 hours
LAWNS
5S.S3 to $17X3
lightful. It was prepared under the before.
Lots
to pick from and
these
pf
'
L.'
of'
D.
direction
Traders in oats seemed to be gov
Cole, manager of
thely are beauties at up from,
R E00T3
R'JL
the Castaneda hotel, who is a mem erned wholly by the course of other
G'ic
yard
We do a large business la I
ber of the lodge, and was served by grain.
several pretty girls from the Fred
Footwear and have jus t. i
First sales of provisions were un
GOOD KHAKI CLOTH ,
ed a new shipment of Boots.
Harvey system, btaded by Mis; changed to 5 cents own and there was
19c Yard
s
a subsequent further decline. The
Bridgie Smith.
$3,75 value Boots
O he menu was as fo'Iows:
closing quotations were as follows:
$.J0 value Boots
KIMONOS AND SACQUES
Canape' Princess-R'ipWheat, Kay 92; July 8S.
Gherkins
OU.'
.' .Is
Corn, May 84 ; July 66.
MEN'S KHAKI
A great variety at 49c to.$l.69
Pi.uent-- i flne
,
Oats, May
July 37Va.
Tb.fiae are worth much more.
88c, $1.25 awl
Chicken Pattys a' la Heine
Pork, May $20.35; July $20.40.
Filet of Beef Larded
Lard, May $10.32; July $10. 51h
Mushroom Sauce
Ribs, May $10.97; July $11.15.
Rissole Potatoes
Strine 'Beans
1 Ltkjkj mk
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Head Lettuce Roquefort Dressing,"
Kansas City, April 15. floss, reVanilla Ice Cream
11
Assorted Cakes
ly to C
ceipts 12,000. Market
s
Coffee.
lower. Bulk $S.50(y
heavy

Gross, - Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

r

1.

s

f

They can't be spared, though, even to build a city

'

S

1

i

of Banking we
to give the best of service

THE GOLDEN RULE SI0I13

They have their friends, their homes, their families, their stores and their

-

TRUST CO.

(St

-

Over 6ix thousand people live and work and play there

-

on Savings Accounts.

El' GOOD S ARRIVING DAILY

Roswell, New Mexico, is a thriving, prosperous city

There's andilier city jast as bi

cent

We pay 2 per cent on Checking Accounts; 4 per

semi-darkne-

l

WHAT IS IT?

"I worked hard yesterday and earned a dollar. I might have spent it In a minute, but I did not
The dollar Is my yesterday. I may epend It and start tomorrow bankrupt I may pave It and tomorrow not work at all, because my yesterday's dollar will pay for the service of another who may do the
work bettef than myself.w A dollar la really a part of a man'B life and as he guards his health to take
care of the future, so should he guard his dollars to secure the full service of the past

With impressive ceremonies C. A.
of Santa Fe, district deputy
grand exalted ruler for New Mexico,
last night installed the officers of Las
Vegas lodge No. 408, B. P. O, Elks, after
which the members of the organiza
tion and their Visiting brothers made
merry In the banquet room. Mr. Bish
op was assisted by several members
of Las Vegas lodge, whom he appoint
ed to fill the various chairs as representatives of the grand lodge. The
officers installed are as follows:
Exalted Ruler, William H. Sprin-

C.

YESTERDAY'S

A DOLLAR- --

Bishop

V

L. C. Lippa, accompanied by his eon.
Lawrence Lippa, and W. U Miyer, all
officials of the Denver & Salt Lake
Railway company, passed through Las
Vegas this afternoon in a private car
on the way to Riverside, Cal., from
Denver. Their wives and families accompanied them.

.

K

1

i

.

til-

rivs
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This Baleing Powder

J, L. Weloh of Albuquerque was a
business visitor in Las' Vegas today.
E. M. Hixenbauigh of Ocate came In
3ast night for a ehort business vialt
Paul Copeland of Denver was a
commercial visitor In Las yegas
Mrs. C. M. Davis of Wagon Mound
came In last night for a several days'
.
chopping visit.
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Hays left this
afternoon for Denver, Colo., for a few
days' visit at that place.
Colonel R. E. Twltchell left this
afternoon for Santa Fe, where he will
be on business for a short time.
ilke Bacharaoh left yesterday for
river country, wnere he will
. the Red
be on business for a short time.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess left
this afternoon for Albuquerque on a
short business visit at that place.
Dr1. W. E. Kaser returned this afternoon from Santa Fe, where he has
been on business for the past few
'i !'
days.
L. H. Taylor, representative for the
Goodrich Tire company, was a business visitor in Ls 'Vegas- today from
Chicago.
Attorney "W. G. Haydon returned
this afternoon from Raton, where ho
lias been on business for the past
several days.Mr. and. Mrs. A. M. Staley left last"
night for Ottawa, Kaa, where Mr
Staley was called on account of the
death of a relative.
A, C. Shearer, traveling passenger
agent for the Denver & "Rio Grande
Railway company, was a business visitor here todaiy from Denver.
C. L. Cline, formerly employed here
as claim agent for the Santa Fe Railway company, came in this afternoon
from Chicago for a few days' ivsit
Mrs. Harry
Bowman and son of
Santa Fe arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon and will visit Mrs. Bow
man's mothers and other relatives for
some time.
Attorney Charles Hedgcook of San
ta Rosa returned to that place yesterday afternoon after having been a
business visitor here for the past
Several days.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Fiiadelfo Baca, came in
afternoon from Wagon
yesterday
Mound for a short business visit here
on his way to Santa Fa,
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FRIENDSHIP

APRIL

15, 1914.

DYING?

Opinion Is That Modem
n
Are Not Conducive to
of Closest Ties.

There is ground ior suspicion, it not
conviction, that the art of friendship
Is dying out among us.
The friendahip of the ancients was
very exacting, in modern times we
should look for a long while for such
mutual regard as that of Damon and
Pythlaa. Friendship in our crowded
days covers a wide area, but as in
the case of all extensive development,
It loses lnterisiveness. Instead of
friendships we have visiting lists. Not
those whom we love but those whom
we would propitiate, we invite to dinner. Those who would propitiate us
Invite us in turn and permit us to
eat their food and air our views., We
live alas! in the suburbs of each

ohe OPTIC

I

mi?
rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LOIiBlf RESTAURANT

CAFE

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLU
RATES

ohe

ADVER-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL. BROTHERHOOD
NS
102 Meets every Monday nirlt 6
A. M. Regular com-- ,
munication first and O. R C ball, on Douglae evenae S3
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are se
third Thursday
each month. Visiting dia!ly welcome. J. c. Werti, Pre
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C, ft
vited. Uuy M. Cary. W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

Petten, Secretary.

NO. I,
Five cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
Reg-f4TEMPLAR
4
KNIGHTS
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
other's hearts.
Twes- conclave
.
jlar
No
ad tc occupy less space than two
The man without friends can accomday In each month at MaAll advertisements
plish very little in this world in tliia lines
charged
sonic
at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
own
his
Temple
on
age. Depending
strength will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C.Chas. Tamme,
alone, his mightiest endeavors aro a;; without regard to number of words.
nothing. At harvest time ho gathers Cash In advlnce
preferred.
nothing but leaves and husks. But the
man with friends strong, true friends,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYand loyal who have confidence in hi
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-tvintegrity and, ability to do things, ha:
vocation first Monday in
great power. Where lie leads thoy
'
each month at Masonic
will follow him, and all working together unitedly bring victory. This is
f. Temple at 7: SO p. m.
p.
the reason why some men achieve
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O.
great success with moderate abilities,
Blood, Secretary.
while their more brilliant competitors
fall short.
' O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE
NO.
To have true friends you miht be
4. Meets every
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIM L
one. The quality of loyalty you get
Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All
depends on the quality of loyalty you
visiting
brethren cordially Invite to attend.
give. Illustrated Sunday Magazine.
J. Friedenetine, N. Q.; A. T.
Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
NOTHING REALLY LIKE HOME
Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedgcock,
WANTED Position as cook in a priOccasional Journeys Abroad Merely
Trustee.
Cemetery
vate
a
family by
gooo, experienced
Serve to Emphasize the Delights
girl. References. Inquire Optic
of Familiar Surroundings.
B. P, O. ELK8
Meet, second mnit
a

--

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tte
day evenings each month at Woo4
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglak
W. P.;. Nicholas Cordova, Secretary
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ceived us.

Those "Good Old Times."
We may .as well demolish the time-worsuperstition that the good old
times again are all we need to make
us happy. There never were any
good old times. "Say not thou, What
is the cause that the former days
were better than these," chides the
preacher, showing that the complaint
Is as old as human nature.
Hear
Homer: "Few sons are like their
fathers; most are worse, only a few
are better." If in Homer's opinion
and he puts the words into the mouth
of Athena speaking, in the guise of
' wisdom-m- ost
Mentor,
men are worse than their fath
ers, then upon what degenerate days
must we have fallen! Given a length
of time like that, between ourselves
and Homer and the complaint falls to
pieces of its own absurdity. Fannie
H. Eckstorm, in the Atlantic

ill Be

a

D oneyuicKiy

Rightly

double-distille-

d

.

Refuse In Rivers.

Some experiments were recently
conducted to determine the rapidity
of the movement of garbage and other
refuse which has been dumped In
great quanities in the rivers around
New York. Some floats were placed
in the river at different stages of th
tide and their movements closely observed. One of those floats put Id
the East river traveled in 784 hours
a distance of 107 miles, at the end
of which time it was picked up only
a mile from the starting point Aftei
learning this, need it cause any sur
prise to learn further that every yeai
the department of docks' and ferries
dredges out some 400,000 cubic yards
of deposit from the slips and docks
of the lower East river, to say nothing
of large quantities that are alsc
dredged out by private enterprise.

Co

J

o

not make all our journeys
largely that we may know the bliss
Sztlo
of coming home again? We set forth
blithely enough (the need of change
is inherent in all humanity), and for
100 BUFF ROCK babv chirks. U9.M
awhile we feel no regret for the faMoney must accompany order. Will
miliarity which we have left behind
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
us, asserts a writer in the Atlantic.
We glory and rejoice in the new, re
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
freshing our eyes and hearts. But by
and by comes the turn, the hesitating,
pausing and the slow looking back.
The glory around us fades as if a
cloud had come over the sun, and
behind us the glow rests on the dis FOR RENT Suite of rooms in mod
tant spot from which we set forth.
ern home, also single room. CanAh! then, according to our disposinot rent to consumptives. 1034
tions, we run or saunter back, de
street. Phone Main 608.
Eighth
vouring the miles in our eagerness or
protracting the pleasure that wti may
taste fully. And when once again FOR RENT Two room furnished
we stand on the thresholds of our
house. 921 Lincoln.
quiet, familiar homes, was there any
gladness of going forth to compare
with this flooding bliss of return? We
ATTOK NE YH
are back where we belong. We have
ta3ted novelty and have found it good,
HUNKER
HUNKER
chiefly as a spice to quicken the fa- leorge A. Hunuer. Chester A. Hank
miliar. We have filled our hands; we
Aftorneys-at-Lawould empty them now and fold them
s Vegas,
New Mexl
and yield them into the hands of the
spirit of peace. We have come unto
our own again and our own has reDR.
B.
Do we

o

p

East pound
Arrive

'

PHOriS MAIN
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"

-

'

VoX

-

w' K..J V ...

No.

10..

No.

West Bound
Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

1:10
6:35
4:20
,. 6:35

1,. .
8.. .
7.. ,.

p. m
a. m

I..

p. m

evening of each
street and
brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Profesional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEAREft
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mank
cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3: 30. p. m.

Depart

p. m

Silver Spoon
-- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
mm

It

giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
'
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

I

FLOUR rcalb
Made

by

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

out

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
!ourth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

is.

GER-

MAN PROCESS

uf Temple Montefiore at S o'clock p
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Chart

Y

PCNUINEWM.
ROGERS

&

SONS'.

A A

STANDARD

SILVER
I FRENCH
REY (STER
LING) FINISH

i

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

EMPRESS'
can be

k--

tamed in tnu city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

Why It Suits Particular People
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
is prompt and effective for couefcs.
colda, croup, hoarseness, bronchial
coughs and throat troubles. Thomas
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Fol
ey a Honey and Tar quickly relieves
tickling throat and stops the coueh
with no bad after effect." It contains
no opiates and is pure. That's why
it suits particular jeople. O. a
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

2,000
1,000
200
60

lb., or

More, Each Del very
Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Each Delivery

lbs, to 2,000 lbs.,
Ibt, to 1,009 lbs.
lbs, to 209 lbs.,
Lett than El lbs.

.Ztc

per 1H ikt.

.....25o per 1St Ik.
3to per 181 Ike.
8o per 1st Ik

.M

....

.Slo pr 1tt
AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Btorera, esd Distributors p? Kartral lee,
Lasting Qualities el Wbia Have Made Las Yegas
OFFICE 7t1 DOUGLAI AVENUE

a

PultJI

fame.

Ikta

E3

AO.V.

FOR DEGRASSE MONUMENT

They Danced.
"I believe in a girl having a mind
of her own," said she. "I, for one,
am not easily led."
"So I perceive." he ventured gently
between dips.

A valuable dressing for flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, is BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT; It is both healing and
antiseptic. Price 25c,'. 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by CejiCral Drug Co.
Adv,

n
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6:40 a.
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This elegant Rogers'

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390,-M- eets
in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p.m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, LocaJ Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Meets second an2
fourth
Thursday evening each
month at W. O. W. hall
Visltlni
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Tim Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
day of the month In the vestry roomt

Depart
7:45 p. m
11:69 p.
2:30 a.
2:00 i.

For YOU!

Tuesday

month Elks' home on Ninth
avenue. Visiting
Douglas

L. O. O. MOOSE

m.....

. 1:35- - p.

S

served:
"Marie, I don't see how cows can
eat grass. Do you?"
Marie gave the question appropri
ate consideration and then replied:
"I suppose it's like this: When the
cows are young the mother cow keeps
saying to her children: "If you don'I
eat grass you shan't have any pie,"

Training the Young Cow.
Two Washington youngsters were
visiting their father's country place
In Virginia when one of them ob

"

JONES-BOWER-

7:20 p. m
4.. ,.11:54 p. m
S.. . 2:25 a. m

No.

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
Greenclay, Secretary.
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
East Im Yegas. New Mexico
Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
MONUMENT CO iach month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
215 E. Central
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Tisitlni
23 Years Practical Experience.
members are especially welcooe and
A .TONES
w W. POWERS cordially Invited.

Washington, April 15. The triennial convention of the National society of the Sons of the Revolution
met in this city; today and before It
adjourns It is expected another link
"Will be
forged in the chain of friendship binding together France and the
United States. The society has undertaken to eponsor a movement for the
erection of a suitable mottument to
Admiral le Grasse, commander of the
French fleet whose aid made possible
Washington's final victory at York-towthus ending the revolutionary
war. It is proposed to erect the memorial either in this city or at York- '
town.
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fourth

No.
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property of said districts) .. .012.00 City of Las Vegas Special
012.00
School levy
.l")4.00
Intc?rest fund .'.
t.
school
levies
district
Special
county
1913.
fund
A.
I).
Si.iUing
Tuesday, November 4,
above set forth.
i;s
Las
of
adto
For
purposes,
Vegas
City
met
Board
pursuant
The
Vtilauueva Bidie, Report:
as certified by the city counjournment. .
cil
George E. Morrison, county engiof
Las
of
lie
Vegas,
members
of
same
City
The
Present:
neer, submitted to the board his. rethe Board and clerk as of yesterday. Ordinance Kp. 363 on file,
port, setting forth that he had made
General city fund (on taxable
:'ri The record of yesterday's proceeda
fiHcal
final inspection of the bridge at
for
of
and
city)
signed.
property
ings, read, approved
within San Miguel coun.OlO.uO
1914.
Villanueva,
March
31,
year ending
Tax Levy 1913:
.00.1 ."J ty, New Mexico, erected by the MisThe following requests and ordinan- Interest hind
souri Bailey Bridge and Iron Co., and
ces relating to the tax levy for Che For school purposes, City of La
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No.
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received,
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order
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015.00
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No.
District
resolution
School
following
Special Session, Thursday,
015.00
School District No. ii.'
A. D. 1913.
adopted:
010.00
School District So. 12
The board met in special session
Resolution:
015.00 pursuant to the call of the chairman
In accordance with the requirements School District No. 13
015.00 thereof.
of law and upon the statement and School District No. 14
015.00
certificates of tax levies' presented School District No. 17
Fider Ortiz chairman;
Present:
010.03 John H. York, county commissioner;
thereunder, by the state auditor, the School District No. !.!.
015.00 Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board.
board of trustees of the Town or Las School District No. 19
015.00
Ve'gas and the city council of the City School District No. 20
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015.00
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015.00
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010.00
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bridge is hereby received as
completed.
Bills Approved:
An allowance having been requested by the county road board for the
payment of services and labor performed in the improvement of the
county roads, and an account being
submitted therefor, the same Is approved and the cleric Is directed to
draw his warrant upon the county
treasurer in payment thereof, as fol-

SEVE

said

lows,

,'..

100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

t:

it

Hosklna, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Asa't. Cash.

INTEREST PAID

OIM

TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAMI

Beware

of Ointments for Catarrh
That Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptionB from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do
is ten fold to the good you can possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
no mercury, and Is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system.- In
buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken In
ternally and made in Toledo, Ohio,
by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials
tree.
Sold by Druggists. Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation. Adv.
-

-

-

OAPiTMLZSTOQli

30,0D.GQ

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. Q. HA TOON
H. W. KELLY.
D.

.

.

.

HOSKIN8

.

Interest PeJd On Deposits
els regular and the blood pure. All
this is brought about by using HER-BINIt thoroughly scours the liver, stomach and bowels, puts the body
in fine condition and restores that
clear, pink and white complexion so
much desired by ladles. Price 60c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

GOA.L.'AnD'
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
i
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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BLADDER

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
made "wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im.
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
O.

G.

SCHAEFER.

RED CROSS

DRUG CO.

Fidel Ortiz, chairman;
Present:
John H. York, county commissioner;
Lorenzo Delgado, .clerk of the board.
,
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegos) county commissioner.
Kearney's Gap Bridge Report:
George E. Morrison, county engineer
submitted to the board his report as
to the county bridge at Kearney's
Cap, within San Miguel county, setting forth that he has made an In
spection of said bridge; that ' the
work and materials thereon are in
accordance with the plans and spec!
fications, and the contract entered into for ;the erection of said briJge by
the Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
Co., and upon motion said report was
approved and ordered filed, and the
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Commands Attention
First Impressions Are Lasting

Make a good impression with good envelop esprinted at the
Ml','H't'lM!!l',,,i!f!'!',M,!''t,,,'',,Fii',"'',,,i!,!M"fiiM,""f"iiMif,

m
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO.

6

SIZE

$4.00 per 1000

NO. 10 SIZE

3x6&

IN.

LOPES, NO. 6
$3.50
I

I

I

1

per 1000

SIZE

IN.

$2.50 for 500

$4.00 per 1000

$2.50 for 500

GOOD QUALITY XXX RAO

4x9

ENVE-

3xG'2

NO. 12 SIZE

IN.

4Xll

IN.

$2.75

for

$4.50 pe"r 1000

$2.50 for 500

500

t

25, 1913.

.

Treasurer

""If

'

in

President

,

Vioa president

Colda Cause Headache and Grip
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE tabFoley Kidney Pills Successful
for lets remove cause. There is only One
To have a fine healthy complexion "BROMO
QUININE." It has signature
the liver must be active, the bow- - of E. W. GROVE on box. 25c.

thereof.

thereof.

t

fD. T.

t.

t,

toya, part payment Villanueva bridge
fill, Bridge fund 1912, $500.
Upon motion the board adjourned
subject to the call of the chairman

The board met in special session
pursuant to the call of the chairman

i

IAfe, VEGAS

Warrant No. 10260, Robert J. Tau-perfor supervising road work, gen
eral road fund, $740,
Upon motion the board adjourned
subject to the call of the chairman
thereof.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Attest:
Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.

I

FIDEL ORTIZ,'
Chairman.
Attest:
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Special session, Tuesday, November
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
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15, 1914.

the ball fiends, while the public
is thought to favor the formation of
eiuch a league.
With such interest
of all the
and by the
business men and fans, this league
undoubtedly can be made a huge sucof

I

LOCAL NEWS

CI

ANOTHER

OF THOSE

Ikwtonlan shoes for
Adv.'

ORANGES

DELICIOUS

18

$3.35.

Tafchert's.

AT

,

Regular dance tonight at F.
'
Adv.
White pleated shirts for

Buy Ihcm by (he Box

Adv.

B.

hall.

V"
93c.

,

$3.50

Light automobile lamps at 7:02
o'clock this evening.

Buy Them by (he Half Box

Old Taylor whlshey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adr,

$1.90

There will be a meeting (of the city
council this evening at the city hall
at 8 o'clock.

Buy Them by the Dozen

C011S

QUALITY

,.s

chance to see "Quo Vadis."
sion 15 and 25 cents. Adv.

STEARNS' STORE

Finch's Golden Wedalnlg Hye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

ears

at

Whole Whe

Pan
Home-mad-

e

Fresh every

Rye

Graham

Admis

The most delicious

line

ot

cakes and cookies in the city.
Also a complete line of buns.
Our orders always please.;;

Donj't, buy until you see the Hudson
We have just received a new line of, Little 6. The best car on the market
,
"Gage" hats,' also a hew line from New" for the price. Adv.
York," Wiiich" will' be placed on sale
The Ladies' Altar society of the
for three "days. Mrs. Annie Standish
lV:
Church, of the Immaculate Conception
Adv. ' '
wilt meet tomorrow afternoon with
V
Four-reeprogram at Mutual theater Mrs. John A. Papen.
tonight "Mutual Girl," "The, Desert
We will have a Hudson Little 6 on
Thanhouser featTribesman," two-reure, and "Love and Gasoline," Key- display here in a short time. Don't
fail to investigate this car before buystone comedyj Adv.
ing.' H. B. Hubbard, Agent. Adv.
There will be a meeting of the
board of directors of the Commercial
Train No. 1 arrived in Las Vegas toclub this evening at 8 o'clock. AH day in two sections. The Increase of
members of the board are requested business was due 'to an unusual num
and urged' to be present, as business ber of passengers out of Chicago on
of importance is to be transacted. "'" the colonists rates.
'

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Special
Photoplay ' tonight only,
three part feature, "The Romany Spy."
This ia General Film company special
Bervice. Don't mis seeing one of
these features. "The Romany Spy" is
even better than Sunday's feature,
"Lost in Mid Ocean." Admission 5
and 10 cents. Adv.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

Last night at the Y. M. C. A. the
members of the boys' bowling team of
that organization proved themselves
equally as capable with their left
hands as they are with their right, by
defeating a girls' team by 147 pins.
The game was exciting and the clumsiness of the young men fairly made
them blush while trying to do the
southpaw stunt.

Pure Quill Flour Is Big
..'
st

in every quality a flour
should have.' In baking qua-

'j

li
V

'

ClUilllriK

i,

M

OJuniiiHi.-

M FLOUR.

lity, jn tlie quantity

n

it

pro-

duces, in

purity and pure
nutritiveness. Order a sack
.

Pay day specials. Uncle Sam cuts
the price. The values we offer in
men's and voung men's suits for $15
are of the finest soft worsteds and
In the
English woven cassameres
newest designs, hand tailored, soft
roll to the second button; also conservative.These suits are actually
worth $18 to $25. This Is not an idle
claim. We await your inspection!.
Suits pressed free for one year.
Clothing Stbre. Correct Garments for Men. Adv.

and put this claim to the
test,. The more you try Hi
the better you'll like it in
every way,

,

'She Las Vegas Roller Mills

Tal-chert-

mi
L':z3 of lbs Bast of Everyf&ing Eatable

ib
STRAWBERRY RHUBARB
3 lbs. for 25c
At

',

l'

All other vegetables at lowest market price

,

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO. STORE

The local clothing houses are dis
playing an, unusual stock of clever
straw hats and already the "lids" are
being sold. The official season for
straw hats ia generally conceded to
be whenever a man feela the need of
such a bonnet, an dconsequently any
one appearing with a changeable silk
band with a bow ia the back, adorning a pretty short rim, tall crown hpt
caa feel perfectly 6afe in the eyes of
the fashion dictator. Incidentally B.
V. Di, underwear also will be en vogue
before long.

CHOOSES

yir
spiritually

OFFICERS

THE ORGANIZATION

IS

IN

GOOD

FINANCIAL AND SPIRITUAL
CONDITION

At the annual meeting of St. Paul's
Memorial parish, held Monday night
In the Guild hall, the following officers were elected for the coming year:
Senior warden, W. J. Mills; junior
warden. Br. E. B. Shaw; vestrymen,
. II. Kinkol, Charles
V. O. Ward,
Thomas W. Hay ward, Robert L. M.
IIoks, D, T. Hoskins, A, K Morrissette
and E. E. Veeder.
The Ladies' Culld of St. Paul's Memorial church held the annual election far the coming year yesterday
' hum n . t the Cuud hall and t l.jcted
f
follow! -: lu'ldenl,
ts I wise
i'.ns; vi:e president, Mrs. B, T.
i
r l, A bolt;
'
1

i

i

it

i

V

W

i

i'

i

1

and financially.

LEAHY TO ADDRESS
GRADUATING

CLASS

Judge David J. Leahy has accepted
an invitation to address the graduating claet of the Las Vegas high school
at the annual commencement, which
will ho held Friday evening, May 22,
in the Duncan opera house. The graduates are pleased to think they will
have Ilia opportunity of listening to
a man of Judge Leahy's ability. On
the
evening preceding
lie v. J. L. Imhof will
preach the annual graduation sermon.
This will occur in the opera house.

April's Cirthstone

f

0

M

Urn

for

Tfe--

ortlflv

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
'

FORMERLY

LAS'VEOAS FOED SALES COMPANY

TIREB A0D TUBE8
For the best-othe market today see us.
n
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

ALL WORK

AT OUR SHOP

CONE

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

THEDUNCAN
THURSDAY APRIL 23
THE MOST TALKED OF PLAY IN VEAR.S

A

I

Man-zanare-

Man-zanar-

ATTENTION

AlSdS

TEACHERS

The board of educational of the
town of Las Vegas will receive applications for positions m the West side
schools, up to May 1. No teachers
not having first grade certificates
need apply. Send applications to L.
B. Armijo, secretary of the school
board. Adv.

ifewVaf.

Foumo
if

MEETING

TOSHOi'

DON'T FORGET TO BE AT COMMERCIAL CLUB ROOMS AT
8 O'CLOCK P. M.
All business men,' baseball players
and fans are urged to be present at

the big baseball meeting to be held
at the Commercial club rooms tomorrow evening at 8 oVilock for the purpose of organizing a city league. It is
proposed to elect officers, adopt rules
and appoint a committee to draft a
There is no doubt as to the interest

By EUGENE

WALTER, author of "Paid in Full," "The Easiest
Way," "Fine Feathers,", etc.

the Play that held New

FOR YOU TO GET JUST
what you! want in the Furniture
line just when you want it

York sxnd Chicago

Spellbound for one Whole Season

A Story of the Great Hudson Bay Country. Redolent
with the atmosphere ot the Canadian Woods

Excellent Cast, Elaborcxta Scenic Production

it

MllAM

,

:

.

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

SEATS ON SALE AT

Plices

-

MUlPiEY'S TUESDAY

$1.50, $1.00, 75&

i

.THE

SOLUTION
OF THE
problem is this store; good, dependable merchandise is. the
only kind that we buy and, consequently, the only kind possible for you to buy whe.a you
trade here.
AMONG THE OTHER THINGS
which wa arj proud to recom-

mend, to our patrons are

riONARCH
Maleable

'

Symbolizes purity and' is
supreme among: precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us be'
fore you buy

ALL REPAIR WORE
GUARANTEED

TICKETS

Ro-ciad-

schedule.
v,

,T.

BIG DEMAND FOR

Mel-quide- z

TO OCCUR

The Diamond- -

Friday night at the. armory will ocr
cur the annual ball of the Eastern
Star, and all society ls looking forward to tihis event with pleasure The
Eastern Star dance has always been
a jolly affair, and from the advance
sale it Is certain that the attendance
at the ball this year will be large.
The music will be furnished by the
Las Vegas Dance orchestra, which
made its first' apearance in public
Monday night The program, giving
the names of the pieces to be playedl
features a number of rag and tango
pieces which, will be music to the ears
of all Las Vegas society. There will
be no restriction as to the dancing,
though the floor committee will not
permit any vulgar performancces ot
the terpslchorean art.
The dance will begin at 9 o'clock
and will continue until the dancers
have gratified their dancing desirea,
It will be a big affair and a Jolly time
is assured by the ladies of the Eas1
& ''
era Star.

tractive for the firemen's party which
The ticket reservation for the San
L. W. Ilfeld is to give soon.
ta Fe concert that is to be given Fri
at the opera house was
Two marriage licenses were issued day night
started this morning for the Santa Fe
at the court house yesterday. The
folk and up to this evening a large
couples made happy were Manuel
number
of tickets had been given out.
Maestas, aged 22, of Las Vegas, and The reservation will continue for
the
Natividad Gallegos, aged 20, of
railway folk tomorrow, and on Friday
Josefa Sena, aged 18, and
will be open to the general public.
Ortiz, aged J1, both of Pecos.
The concert will be given by the
Pasadena
Literary and Musical con
Kugenio Romero, county treasurer,
cert company, and from notices re
to
the
Fe
Santa
says the report from
ceived concerning this company it will
effect that his office has turned over
one of the best of the season.
be
authorities
from
$9,000 to the state
taxes collected in March was incor- Miss Marie Elliot, flute lecturer for
rect1 Mr. Romero Bays Lis office col- the company, is considered one of
lected taxes to the amount of over the foremost lecturers on music and
'
musical instruments in the west. She
$29,000.
is prominent in her home state, Cali"Well, my good man, you will dis- fornia, for her excellent work and
continue herding sheep for a while
and be herded by Jess Hunzaker on
the city streets for the next ten days,"
said Judge D. R. Murray to A. O.
a sheep herder, arrested last
night by Officer McGovern for drunkenness and disorderly conduct
pleaded that he must herd on
a ranch, evidently expecting to be
released with this excuse, tout tie
judge was immovable and gave him
ten days.

CITY LEAGUE "EETIKG

DISTRICT
JUDGE 13 SELECTED
AS ORATOR FOR THE LAS
VEGAS HIGH SCHOOL

RESTRICT THE DANCERS

carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMOBILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY

The work of repainting the interior

A meeting of the- - stockholders of
the Las Vegas Masonic Building Association will be held at the Masonic
Temple in East Las Vegas, N. M.,
April 24th, 1914, at 8:00 p. m. for the
annual election of directors and for
the transaction of any other business
as may come before the meeting.
CHARLES ILFELD, Pres.
G II. KINKEL, Sec'y.
East Las Vegas, N. M., April 14,1914.

S. Moore is pastor, has had: a' successful
and"
in a good condition

STAR NOT TO

CONCERT

LIVERY aid REPAIRING
We also

of the El Romero Hose and Fire com
LARGE CROWD WILL
ATTEND
pany's assembly hall in its station on
SANTA FE ENTERTAINMENT
Bridge street has been completed,
ON SATURDAY NIGHT
which will make the place more a1

STOCKHOLDERS

ST. PAUL'S PARISH

;

,

"(BREAD

'

prices.

o'clock.

THEY WILL BE ALLOWED
TO
"RAG" AND TANGO, BUT ARE
TO DO IT CORRECTLY

Cream

The maximum temperature- for yes
terday was 72 degrees and the' mini
mum, temperature last Bight," wis
'
'.
degrees.

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll

8

EASTERN
Therefore the best bakery
line in the city

Tonight at the Briwne, your last

20 cents to 60 cents

cess.
;
W. P. Southard will call the meeting to order and everybody Is requested to be at the club rooms promptly

KJ

RANGES
THEY SAVE TIME SAVE
FUEL SAVE WORK

J, C. Johnson

doubtless will be well received in this
city Friday night.
All other members of the company
are artists in their line and all Santa
Fe folk In the city should hear this
concert, according, tq Superintendent
S. E. Busser.

ALBERTA

TEACHERS IN SESSION
Lethbridge, Alberta, April 15. Leth-bridIs entertaining thia week the?
fifth annual convention of the Alberta
Educational
association.
Teachers
from every part of the province werec
on hand at the beginning of the proceedings today. Leading speakers oa
CARTON IS PRESIDENT
the program are Dr. Jamee W. RobNew ' York, April 15. Directors of ertson of
Ottawa and Professor Maria
the Western. Union Telegraph com- Sanford of the
University of Minnepany today elected Newcomb Carton sota.
president in place of ,;. Theodore N.
Vail. Mr. Vail remains president of
TEXAS LUMBERMEN MEET
the American Telephone and TeleSan Antonio, Tex., April 15. The
graph company, from' which, the Western Union was recently divorced. Mr. Lumbermen's Association of Texas
Carton was for many years vice presi- began its annual convention here today with many prominent represendent of the Western, Union.
tatives "of the trade In attendance.
The sessions will continue until Fri'.

.

ge

-

LINER REQUISITIONED

'

day.

Vera Cruz, Mexico, 'April 15. The
Ward liner Esperanza today began
OKLAHOMA
0. P. MEETS
unloading the freight she had taken
OklahomaCity, Okla., April 15.
on board. Under orders received from
the United Statea she is to proceed Oklahoma republicans met in state
convention here today to frame a platto Galveston,
'
form and agree upon candidates for
governor and other state officers to
Subscribe for The Opt!.
be voted for at the coming election.

a

